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Young people have been at the forefront of political conflict in many parts of the world, even
when it has turned violent. In some of those situations, for a variety of reasons, including
coercion, poverty, or the seductive nature of violence, children become killers before they are
able to grasp the fundamentals of morality. It has been only in the past ten years that this
component of warfare has captured the attention of the world. Images of boys carrying guns and
ammunition are now commonplace as they flash across television screens and appear on the
front pages of newspapers. Less often, but equally disturbingly, stories of girls pressed into the
service of militias surface in the media.A major concern today is how to reverse the damage
done to the thousands of children who have become not only victims but also agents of wartime
atrocities. In Child Soldiers in Africa, Alcinda Honwana draws on her firsthand experience with
children of Angola and Mozambique, as well as her study of the phenomenon for the United
Nations and the Social Science Research Council, to shed light on how children are recruited,
what they encounter, and how they come to terms with what they have done. Honwana looks at
the role of local communities in healing and rebuilding the lives of these children. She also
examines the efforts undertaken by international organizations to support these wartime
casualties and enlightens the reader on the obstacles faced by such organizations.

"A Bible for anyone who works with or even cares about our children, our future" -- Candice
Rosing Delong, Special Agent and author of My Life on the Front Lines as a Woman in the FBIIn
the short span of a few hours, readers can understand child abuse better than it was understood
before. -- Midwest Book ReviewMs. Reeves provides good and practical advice for those who
have to deal with such a horrifying and irrational situation -- Robyn Morris, MA (Forensic
Psychology), BiblioReview.comThis book should be required reading for every lawyer, judge, all
parents, social service workers, doctors, and therapists. -- BookLoons.com Reviewed by Mary
Ann SmythAbout the AuthorClaire R. Reeves is a nationally recognized expert in incest and child
sexual abuse. Reeves has testified as an expert witness in both civil and criminal court cases. In
1992 Reeves founded MOTHERS AGAINST SEXUAL ABUSE (MASA), a national non-profit
organization dedicated to protecting children against sexual abuse. As she spearheaded MASA
Reeves also set up programs to assist non-offending parents and guardians of children who had
been sexually abused. These parents had no idea how to maneuver through the quagmire of the
family and juvenile courts. Reeves was there with emotional support, knowledge and
compassion to the families who were so devastated.Claire Reeves has appeared as a guest on
numerous television and radio shows. The organization has been profiled in newspapers and
magazines across the country. Reeves has been a sought after speaker for conferences
nationwide and she has lectured at many universities, hospitals, social service organizations



and other organizations dedicated to preventing child sexual abuse.Claire Reeves has received
many honors for her important work. Reeves was honored by the mayor of Los Angeles for her
work with children. The California Assembly and Senate have both bestowed honors on Reeves.
The county of Los Angeles awarded Reeves for her dedicated service to the people of Los
Angeles. Governor Pete Wilson honored Reeves with a special tribute in 1996. In 1997 Reeves
was honored as a Woman of the Year for Los Angeles County.Many new laws to support victims
were designed and supported in the state of California. One of the most important was to
eliminate the statute of limitations for criminal prosecution in cases of incest and child sexual
abuse. Reeves, through MASA, worked tirelessly to allow redress for victims in the courts in
California. Reeves worked closely with then Governor Pete Wilson for the chemical castration
law to be passed. Reeves also worked closely with Attorney General Dan Lungren to pass
legislation for a 900 hundred telephone number that would identify registered sex offenders in
the state of California.While Claire Reeves is deeply grateful for the honors that she has
received, her passion is for the child victims and adult survivors of sexual abuse. Reeves would
like to see national educational and prevention programs. Training needs to be provided for
those who decide the fate of abused children. Education is an enormous part of the answer and
that is the goal of CHILDHOOD, IT SHOULD NOT HURT!Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.chpt 1 A SOCIETAL ISSUEIn our society, as in many cultures, "family" has
always been considered sacrosanct whatever happens in the family is private. However, when
dysfunctional family members spill over into an innocent society and cause harm, it seems to me
it is everyone s affair.We live in a country where almost anyone can earn a living and lifestyles
are the highest in the world, yet crime rates are soaring and our jails are full, to overflowing.
Where are all these criminals coming from?We have all heard the "Abuse Excuse": he robbed
the liquor store because his mother used to beat him; she murdered her kids because her father
raped her when she was five. This defense is used so routinely that it has become standard
fodder for media talking heads, who jeer and vilify it. Nevertheless, studies bear it out: over 90%
of all inmates in this country were abused children. They are what I call "non-survivors." They
never learned how to overcome the dysfunction of their childhood and reclaim their lives.Many
people over the years have asked me how I can work with such an issue as child sexual abuse it
is so depressing and upsetting. My answer has always been, "If it is depressing and upsetting for
me as an adult, what must it be for the little child who is experiencing the abuse?" But the truth
goes much deeper than that.Read more
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PastNotesIndexAcknowledgmentsIntroductionThe issue of children’s participation in armed
political conflict has captured the attention of the world during the past ten or fifteen years.
Images of boys carrying guns and ammunition flash across television screens and appear on
the front pages of newspapers. Less often but equally disturbingly, stories of girls pressed into
the service of militias surface in the media. An unprecedented number of children have been
drawn into active participation in warfare. Many children are coerced into fighting; others are
pushed into it by poverty and crises in their communities; some may be seduced by promises of
glory or excitement. Children as young as eight or ten are transformed into merciless killers,
committing the most horrendous atrocities with apparent indifference or even pride.Children’s
involvement in armed conflict is not a recent phenomenon. In the past, young people have been
at the forefront of political conflict in many parts of the world, even when it has turned violent.
Today, however, the problem has grown to such magnitude that it has attracted public notice.
What is new is not just the visibility of civil wars but also that children are more deeply involved;
in some places, they form a substantial proportion of combatants. Analysts of war have pointed
out that most contemporary civil wars represent a “total societal crisis.” Social order is almost
entirely disrupted, and defenseless civilians, especially women, children, and the elderly, are
particularly vulnerable.1Reports of children taking human lives are increasingly infiltrating public
awareness, not only from conflict zones but also from societies in peacetime. Almost any
newspaper or nightly news show in the United States includes a litany of youthful victims and
perpetrators of inner-city violence; some cities keep a running tally of the death toll. Isolated
cases that occur in white, middle-class settings seem more shocking, such as the Columbine
school shootings or the murder of a Dartmouth college couple by two Vermont teenagers. Even
younger children can commit murder: for example, three-year-old James Bulger was killed by
two ten-year-olds in the United Kingdom. Incidents of children killing children are troubling. The



systematic, organized use of children to wage war is even more appalling.Children get caught up
in armed conflict in a whole host of ways. Often, those who manage to avoid becoming soldiers
are maimed or killed in attacks on civilian areas. Children are separated from their parents,
orphaned, and uprooted from their communities. The displaced may have to seek refuge in other
territories. Those children who remain in war zones are subjected to various forms of violence
and exploitation. Some are injured by landmines while playing or working. Children are turned
into spies or gunrunners, or they work as guards, cooks, cleaners, and servants in military
camps. Particularly damaging for future generations is the impact of war on girls. Disadvantaged
even in peacetime, girls experience sexual abuse, rape, enslavement, and other tribulations
during war. Children witness terrible atrocities and suffer from trauma. Children are deprived of
education and basic healthcare. Wars and other forms of armed conflict have profound and
lasting effects on young people.These developments have not gone unnoticed. In recent years,
the impact of armed conflict on children has moved to the forefront of political, humanitarian, and
academic agendas. The international community has taken several significant steps to address
the problem. In 1990, the United Nations established the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which contains important provisions for children affected by armed conflict. In 1994, the UN
General Assembly commissioned the Machel study on the impact of armed conflict on children.
In 1996, Graça Machel presented a ground-breaking report which made specific
recommendations for action. Based on Machel’s recommendations, the General Assembly
created the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary General for Children and
Armed Conflict in 1997. This office was commissioned to raise awareness and promote the
collection of information about the plight of children affected by armed conflict as well as to
foster international cooperation to promote respect for children’s rights amid such conflicts.Many
humanitarian organizations have launched specific programs to address the issue of children
affected by armed conflict and to promote protection and support. The issue became a topic of
interest in academic circles as well, producing significant research and publications.2 The
participation of children in war has even become a theme for novels.3The dramatic shift of social
roles and responsibilities of children brought about by war is intrinsically linked to the breakdown
of societal structures and long-standing moral matrices in contexts of extreme social crisis.4
Children’s involvement in war defies established and generally accepted norms and values with
regard to the fundamental categories of childhood and adulthood, as well as the international
conventions of modern warfare. In modern societies, childhood is usually associated with
innocence, weakness, and dependence upon adult guidance and nurturance. Soldiers, in
contrast, are associated with strength, aggression, and the responsible maturity of adulthood.
Children should be protected and defended; a soldier’s duty is to protect and defend. The
paradoxical combination of child and soldier is unsettling. Children at war find themselves in an
unsanctioned position between childhood and adulthood. They are still children, but they are no
longer innocent; they perform adult tasks, but they are not yet adults. The possession of guns
and a license to kill remove them from childhood. But child soldiers are still physically and



psychologically immature; they are not full adults who are responsible for themselves. They live
in a twilight zone where the two worlds of childhood and adulthood “rub against each other
in . . . uneasy intimacy.”5Child soldiers live between a world of make-believe—a child’s world of
games and fantasy, of playing with guns—and reality—where the playful becomes shockingly
lethal and the game turns deadly. Here the ludic is transformed into the grotesque and the
macabre.6 Efforts to theorize the place occupied by child soldiers are not entirely satisfactory,
however, for this position is inherently unstable, without sanctioned cultural definition,
embodying a societal contradiction, and entirely embedded in conflict. Bhabha suggests that
such interstices provide the terrain for the emergence of new strategies of selfhood and
identity.7The role-related and ritually defined boundaries between childhood and adulthood that
existed in Angola and Mozambique before the onset of civil war were broken down by extreme
social crisis. As the social order was disrupted, roles between adults and children were
displaced. Children actively create and recreate their roles according to the situations presented
to them, and when their communities become engulfed in civil war, they assume roles that under
normal circumstances would be filled by adults. In Angola and Mozambique, many children
became active soldiers, committing the most horrific atrocities. This dramatic shift is intrinsically
linked to the breakdown of society’s structures and morality in a crisis such as war.Outline of
ArgumentThis book focuses on the involvement of children in civil wars in Mozambique and
Angola, conveying the experiences of children directly involved in these armed conflicts. It
centers primarily on children in military camps: child combatants, sexually abused girls, and
other children living within the confines of the military. However, it also discusses children who
were victimized by armed conflict in their villages and communities, such as orphans and
landmine victims.8Although this study is based on field research from these two countries, its
scope extends beyond the borders of Mozambique and Angola. Comparative analyses of
various cases highlight their similarities and differences as well as offering broader analytical
perspectives on the impact of war on children. In sum, this study situates the phenomenon in
Mozambique and Angola within the context of a more far-reaching exploration of these
issues.The book makes four main arguments: (1) the involvement of children in war does not
constitute a new phenomenon but has gained new dimensions because of changes in the
nature of warfare and current understandings of childhood; (2) children affected by conflict—
both girls and boys—do not constitute a homogeneous group of helpless victims but exercise an
agency of their own, which is shaped by their particular experiences and circumstances; (3) the
healing and reintegration of children affected by armed conflict need to be embedded in local
world views and meaning systems in order to be effective and sustainable; and (4) social
reintegration of children affected by armed conflict must go hand in hand with larger strategies of
social development and the eradication of poverty.The book outlines the histories of political
conflict in Mozambique and Angola and the context in which the involvement of children in the
protracted civil wars took place. It also considers issues of research methodologies and the
ethical challenges associated with conducting research in conflict and post-conflict situations



with vulnerable groups, particularly children.Chapter 2 discusses the connections between
children and war historically and socially, the changes in warfare that have influenced the
present situation, and factors such as childhood development and poverty.Child soldiers find
themselves in a position that breaks down dichotomies between civilian and combatant, victim
and perpetrator, initiate and initiated, protected and protector. With these multiple, interstitial
positions, child soldiers epitomize the condition of simultaneously having multifaceted identities
and utterly lacking a permanent, stable, and socially defined place. In this way, they occupy a
world of their own. We must go beyond the clear-cut demarcations between child and adult, and
between innocence and guilt, to examine the intricate ways in which the condition of the child
soldier cuts across established categories.Warfare is a profoundly gendered phenomenon.9 It is
not just that men become soldiers while women work and wait at home, a popular image based
on two relatively well-organized twentieth-century world wars. In European international and civil
wars, as well as in African wars, women in the civilian population become targets of recruitment
and sexual violence perpetrated by soldiers that is designed to demoralize, humiliate, and
immobilize an enemy. Women and girls are raped in front of their male relatives. Sometimes,
rape ends in murder. Young women and girls are kidnapped and held in military camps where
they are used as laborers, servants, and sexual slaves. In some cases, young women become
armed combatants in order to defend themselves or avenge the wrongs done to their
kinswomen.10This gendered and sexualized dimension of warfare is seldom understood as a
fundamental and pervasive feature of armed conflicts. It comes to public attention primarily in
particularly dramatic instances, especially those involving the systematic extermination of
combat-aged men as well as the rape of women in the target group.11 Female survivors of
wartime sexual abuse and exploitation seldom speak of their suffering since it is often shameful
as well as traumatic.12 This book examines the situation of girls and young women affected by
war.Boy soldiers and girls forced to serve militias represent anomalies and contradictions. They
inhabit an autonomous world with its own rules and relations of power. Yet they come from a civil
society ordered by family, kinship, gender, and generation, and, after peace returns, they must
reenter a world whose fundamental tenets they were made to violate and whose categories they
have defied. How are young women and men who have served and fought with the militia groups
to be assimilated back into society? How can they make an orderly transition from child militia
member to adult civilian? They have been traumatized by their experiences, by the murders and
other acts of violence and violation they have committed, witnessed, and feared or suffered
themselves, and by the sudden and total sundering of their previous ties to kin and
community.Civilians lost more than their sons and daughters to the military forces; they lost
homes, village, and livelihoods as well. Repeated attacks on civilians in places with no military
significance have been a fundamental feature of postcolonial civil wars. In both Mozambique
and Angola, substantial numbers of rural residents were displaced, forced to seek sanctuary in
more stable regions of their own country or to cross borders to find refuge. Few remained for the
duration of the conflict; most returned home as soon as local conditions permitted. The injuries



and displacement they suffered were compounded by the devastation they encountered on their
return. In Angola, as rural residents tried to resume their lives, rebuilding burned villages,
cultivating the fields, and traveling to market, many people—especially children and young
people—were injured by the landmines that combatants had left behind. For them, the war
continued even in the absence of soldiers.In Mozambique and Angola, war is generally
conceptualized in opposition to society, as a state in which people are rewarded for breaking
fundamental norms and social codes. People who have been directly involved in war are not
easily accepted back into society, for they are considered to be polluted by the “wrong-doings of
the war”; they are regarded as contaminated by the spirits of the dead and carriers of their anger.
Those individuals who killed or saw people being killed are potential contaminators of the social
body. Danger and pollution are attached to all war-affected persons; being a witness to murder
or an unwitting collaborator in atrocities is also dangerous. War pollution is considered a threat to
society, so young women and men who served and fought in militias must undergo a process of
cleansing as they make the transition from the state of war back into normal society. This
reintegration is accomplished with local practices, which differ profoundly from Western
psychotherapeutic approaches.In the context of the civil wars in Mozambique and Angola,
reconciliation goes beyond the process of restoring communication and resolving differences
among oppositional groups nonviolently; it also encompasses the process of restoring intimate
ties that have ruptured, reintegrating war-affected persons into local communities, and resuming
normal life. Civil wars have long-lasting effects on whole societies as well as on individuals. The
economic underdevelopment that is both cause and consequence of warfare narrows the
opportunities available to young people to attain the occupational and family positions that
signify full adulthood. The book ends by exploring governmental and non-governmental
programs for demobilization, rehabilitation, and social reintegration of war-affected
children.Chapter 1Civil Wars in Mozambique and AngolaThis study draws on ethnographic
research undertaken in Angola and Mozambique, two African nations that have experienced
prolonged and bloody civil wars. Both countries are former Portuguese colonies that became
independent in 1975 after long wars of national liberation. In both countries, the postcolonial
government, led by nationalist movements that successfully prosecuted wars of independence,
adopted a Marxist orientation and socialist models of development. These policies met with
resistance from factions of the former independence movements, which waged war against the
incumbent government with material assistance from foreign nations. During these wars, which
lasted over fifteen years in Mozambique and for more than twenty years in Angola, thousands of
children were drawn into armed conflict. These children of war are the subject of this book.In
Mozambique, the war between the Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (Mozambique
Liberation Front), known as FRELIMO, and the Resistência Nacional Moçambicana
(Mozambique National Resistance), known as RENAMO, started with the creation of RENAMO
in the late 1970s and ended in 1992. After eleven years of armed struggle, Mozambique attained
its independence from the Portuguese in 1975. However, it became enmeshed in regional



conflicts as Zimbabwean forces fought against British rule in the neighboring colony of Southern
Rhodesia. The Rhodesian Central Intelligence Organization in 1977 established RENAMO as a
rebel force within Mozambique. Its original assignment was to spy on Zimbabwean guerrillas
operating from bases there. Soon its assignment was expanded to include armed opposition to
the FRELIMO government in retaliation for its full implementation of UN sanctions against
Rhodesia and, more importantly, its support of the armed struggle for independence led by the
Zimbabwe National Liberation Front (ZANLA).1The connections between these two territories
within the ethnoscape of European colonialism underlaid these developments. Immediately after
Mozambique’s independence, a number of Portuguese settlers and former members of the
colonial army left Mozambique for Rhodesia. The Rhodesian security services recruited the
founding members of RENAMO from this group. RENAMO not only assisted Rhodesian forces
in their operations against ZANLA inside Mozambique, but it also implemented the agenda of
those resentful Portuguese settlers who wanted to unseat the communist government.2 From
1977 to 1980, RENAMO’s role was expanded to include the sabotage of FRELIMO’s economic
and social policies and the disruption of normal life in rural areas. RENAMO was also deployed
against ZANLA infiltration routes into Zimbabwe, although its actions were far less damaging
than the direct attacks of the Rhodesian Army and Air Force on economic and military targets in
the provinces of Tete, Manica, and Gaza. In response, the Mozambican government forces took
the war back to Rhodesia. A well-trained guerrilla force infiltrated the enemy line to operate
alongside Zimbabwean nationalists. In addition, Mozambique launched offensive operations
against RENAMO bases, which culminated in the capture of the strategically important
mountains of Gorongosa in late 1979.With the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980 following the
Lancaster House agreements, which were mediated by the British government, RENAMO lost
its Rhodesian support and was taken over by the South African Security Forces. The South
African regime had such an interest because the African National Congress (ANC) had a
presence in Mozambique and was supported by the Mozambican government in its struggle
against apartheid. RENAMO also received support from some groups in Western countries,
including the United States.RENAMO grew rapidly in size and in military effectiveness. By
mid-1983, the rebels had regained control over the mountains of Gorongosa in central
Mozambique and were operating in eight of the country’s eleven provinces. RENAMO’s attacks
against development and aid projects, roads, bridges and railways, schools, hospitals, farms,
and entire villages were characterized by acts of extreme cruelty against civilians. Systematic
torture and massacres became tragically frequent, even ordinary events in rural areas,
particularly in the southern part of the country. RENAMO’s strategy was to disrupt the rural
infrastructure, isolate the government in garrison towns, and render the country ungovernable,
thereby forcing FRELIMO into compliance with South Africa’s security concerns by eliminating
the ANC presence in Mozambique. At this stage, RENAMO was primarily the military conduit of
the South African regional strategy of destabilization in Mozambique.3 In spite of its massive
cruelty against the civilian population, RENAMO successfully attracted the sympathy of the



peasantry, especially in the central and northern regions of the country. Many peasants felt
disempowered by the government’s antagonism to their rural heritage and traditional authorities
and by its policies of forced villagization that coerced peasants into communal settlements with
shared farms and social services.4 Young people, in particular, were attracted to RENAMO
because of a crisis in employment. Many youth had migrated from rural to urban areas to find
jobs, but in 1984, the FRELIMO government’s Operação Produção sent urban dwellers who
were considered “unproductive” back to the countryside and closed the doors to “parasites.”
These returned youth no longer fit into the local social structures, where authority rested with the
elders. Furthermore, rural areas lacked food, education, and employment opportunities.
RENAMO offered these discontented youth a new purpose in life by putting a gun in their
hands.5Warfare in Mozambique peaked in 1987, when RENAMO made significant military gains
in the northern and central areas of the country and undertook actions in the southern region.
The Homoine massacre in July 1987, in which more than 400 people died, many while they lay
in hospital beds, was one of RENAMO’s most notorious attacks in the south. During this period,
atrocities were committed throughout the country. Most were attributed to RENAMO. However,
government soldiers also carried out some abuses.6 With its economy devastated and
development projects paralyzed, the country became increasingly dependent on foreign aid. As
a result, the government decided to undertake far reaching economic reforms, abandoning its
former Marxist policies in favor of political and economic liberalization. In 1990, a new
constitution was adopted, embracing the principles of multiparty democracy.The FRELIMO
government, with its resources dissipated by years of war, was incapable of imposing a military
solution to the conflict. RENAMO was also unable to sustain its war effort, because South Africa
decreased its support during a process of internal reforms to end apartheid. With this military
impasse, a political solution became possible.7 Following several months of negotiations, the
government and RENAMO signed a General Peace Agreement in Rome in October 1992.
These negotiations were mediated by the Italian religious community of Santo Egidio and the
Catholic Church in Mozambique. The first democratic elections took place in October 1994.
FRELIMO won these elections by a wide margin, with strength in the southern and northern
regions, and formed a new government. Five years later, in the 1999 elections, FRELIMO
maintained its hold on power, though by a narrow margin.8The civil war in Mozambique was one
of the bloodiest and most devastating of its time.9 The social costs were enormous, and the
consequences for the civilian population catastrophic. Hundreds of thousands of Mozambicans
died as a result of the war. About five million people were internally displaced by 1989; more
than one million became refugees in neighboring countries. Besides the many uncounted
children who died as a direct consequence of the war, an estimated 250,000 or more children
were either orphaned or separated from their families. School enrollments were reduced by an
estimated 500,000, and medical facilities servicing approximately five million people were
destroyed.10 Between 8,000 and 10,000 children in Mozambique participated in the conflicts as
soldiers, most fighting with RENAMO.Map 1. Mozambique. Map No. 3706 R.2, United Nations



Cartographic Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.Since the 1992 agreement,
Mozambique has managed to maintain peace. The peaceful democratic transition in South
Africa and the continuation of peace in other neighboring nations have facilitated this peaceful
atmosphere. Very few incidents of political violence have been reported. In many parts of the
country today, especially the rural areas, Mozambicans are still trying to come to terms with the
war and reconstitute their lives.In Angola, civil war lasted even longer than in Mozambique, and
peace proved more difficult to establish. Angolans carried on armed struggle against Portuguese
colonial rule from the early 1960s until 1974, when the government in Portugal was overthrown.
The new government did not pursue colonial wars, and national independence became a real
possibility. Three major anti-colonial groups then engaged in a bitter internecine war to gain
exclusive access to power and control over the country. These groups were the MPLA,
Movimento Popular Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Popular and National Movement for the
Liberation of Angola); UNITA, União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola); and UPA-FNLA, União Popular de Angola–Frente
Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Angola Popular Union–National Front for the Liberation of
Angola). The MPLA emerged victorious and proclaimed Angola’s independence in November
1975. While the UPA-FNLA faded in importance in subsequent years, UNITA reconstituted itself
as anti-Marxist and pro-Western to continue its antigovernment insurgency.UNITA’s primary
supporters in its war against the MPLA government were the United States and South Africa.11
South Africa’s involvement arose from its interest in maintaining white supremacy and
preventing the expansion of Marxism in the region. The United States was interested not only in
supporting the apartheid regime in South Africa, a key ally, but also in offsetting any alliances the
Soviet Union and Cuba might make on the African continent. At the height of the Cold War,
South African troops directly supported UNITA and Cuban troops fought alongside the MPLA.
The United States channeled funds and arms to UNITA. Like the civil war in Mozambique, the
civil war in Angola was shaped by regional and global forces as well as local and national
conditions.By 1987, there were major battles in the south of the country, culminating in the siege
of Cuito Cuanavale (a town in southwestern Angola) by South African and UNITA forces.
Although fighting at Cuito Cuanavale ended in a stalemate, the outcome was a psychological
defeat for the South African Defence Forces. South Africa had to rethink its military strategy in
Angola, given the difficulties it faced in trying to win the conflict militarily.12 New diplomatic
attempts to end the conflict followed Cuito Cuanavale. The next eighteen months were marked
simultaneously by the most sustained efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement and some of the
fiercest fighting of the entire war.The first chance for peace came in May 1991, when the
government and UNITA signed a ceasefire agreement in Bicesse, Portugal, following mediation
by the Portuguese government. The ceasefire held until the elections in September 1992. The
first democratic elections in the country’s history were deemed free and fair by the international
community. The MPLA won a majority of the votes. UNITA refused to accept the election results,
claiming electoral fraud. Jonas Savimbi, UNITA’s President, ordered his troops to return to war,



and full-scale conflict resumed in October 1992.13This brutal war raged on until 1994, taking a
heavy toll on the civilian population. In November 1994, a new peace agreement was signed in
Lusaka between the government and UNITA. The Lusaka Protocol was aimed at restoring peace
in Angola and promoting national reconciliation through a ceasefire followed by complete
disarmament and cantonment. In April 1997 a Government of National Reconciliation and Unity,
which brought UNITA members as well as representatives of some other political parties into the
cabinet, was established. Unfortunattely, this fragile peace did not last long. In October 1998,
following disagreements with the government, UNITA went back to war, and the human toll
continued to rise. In February 2002, the death of UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi marked a new
chapter in Angola’s political history, as the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola
(MPLA) and UNITA finally laid down their weapons in pursuit of peace. A peace agreement
between the MPLA government and UNITA was signed in April 2003, which ended nearly thirty
years of fighting.The civil war in Angola was devastating to the entire population because it
lasted so long, raged across so much of the country, and involved such large-scale atrocities
against civilians. Minter estimates that during the 1992–94 phase of the war more than 100,000
people died from war-related causes, the number of landmine victims rose to 70,000.14
According to the 1997 UNDP Human Development Report in Angola, about 280,000 people
were living in neighboring countries as refugees, and approximately 1.2 million Angolans were
internally displaced, many of them from rural areas to the cities. About half of the displaced
population were children under fifteen years of age. As many as one million children were
directly exposed to war as civilians and combatants. More than half a million children died, tens
of thousands were orphaned or separated from their parents, and many more were kidnapped
during military incursions.15 Even very young children were dragged into armies and militias.
UNITA was most active in abducting and recruiting children, but the government forces also
used children as soldiers although to a lesser extent. Children carried weapons and other
equipment, fought on the front lines, served on reconnaissance missions, laid landmines, and
conducted espionage. The 1997 UNDP Report on Human Development in Angola estimated
that between 8,500 and 10,000 underage soldiers would be demobilized during the 1996–97
demobilization process.16Map 2. Angola. Map No. 3727 R.2, United Nations Cartographic
Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.The war affected many more children
indirectly. Malnutrition increased because of a decline in food production and the displacement
of farmers. The deterioration of healthcare services during the war resulted in higher infant and
child mortality rates. Children were prevented from attending school by displacement and by the
destruction of school buildings. In addition to death, physical injury, and trauma, children
suffered from the dire poverty, hunger, and social and emotional problems caused by prolonged
exposure to political violence.Challenges of Conducting Research in Post-Conflict
SituationsDocumenting and analyzing the experiences of children and young people in the
context of war and extreme vulnerability poses formidable challenges. This section examines
some of the methodological and ethical issues faced by researchers working in contexts of civil



war and precarious peace.Children frequently change their narratives. They may say one thing
one day, and the next day they may tell another story entirely, which makes it difficult for the
researcher to establish the truth or, more precisely, to decide which version of the narrative to
adopt. For this reason researchers must develop skillful ways of cross-referencing children’s
testimonies. Interviews with witnesses or participants to the same event, as well as with family
members, friends, and caregivers such as teachers, trainers, and priests, can be very useful. In
addition, the ethnographer may be guided by important social and historical events that help put
the child’s narrative in context.The complexities of conducting fieldwork in war settings can,
paradoxically, be exacerbated by the presence of humanitarian agencies and NGOs whose
raison d’être is the provision of aid and assistance to populations affected by war. The
interactions between humanitarian NGOs and the people they support are often based on the
unequal relationship between provider and recipient. The agency/client dynamic creates mutual
dependency. On the one hand, NGOs need the victims and their stories to fulfill their sense of
mission as providers of humanitarian assistance; on the other hand, the victims quickly
understand that their status as victims is crucial to obtaining aid. My observations in the field
show that populations affected by war are likely to enhance their victim status in the presence of
NGOs.This relationship of mutual dependence is not a problem until the researcher enters the
scene. The access of researchers to war zones is often facilitated by NGOs. Humanitarian aid
organizations gain early access to conflict and postconflict sites, often by negotiating with the
parties in conflict. NGOs are able to develop extensive local networks that allow them to channel
support and aid to populations in need. These assets are valuable to researchers who can utilize
the contacts of NGOs as a local support bases. Researchers gain access to people,
communities, and networks, as well as logistical support—lodging, access to clean water, and
sometimes food and transportation to and from the war zone. These resources are invaluable,
considering the situation in most war-ravaged regions. In some cases, such as my studies in
both Mozambique and Angola, researchers gain access to the field as consultants for
humanitarian organizations.Because of the cooperative relationship between the researcher and
the humanitarian organization the researcher is associated with the NGO, even when not
employed by the organization. However much researchers attest to their intellectual
independence from the organization, the research is perceived as directly related to, or an
extension of, the humanitarian work provided by the NGO. Thus, when researchers collect data
from local populations they may often be told what victims think NGOs want to hear.
Researchers might find themselves collecting recurring, recycled, and sometimes exaggerated
narratives of victimization. The relationship between caregiving agencies and researchers
especially affects conversations with children, who may believe they must present themselves
as helpless and dependent in order to be seen as deserving of assistance. Although this
situation is not designed by the humanitarian agencies, it is a consequence of their activities on
the ground and poses a challenge to researchers operating in these environments.While victims
are able to exercise their agency in order to maximize their gains, the researcher, too, needs to



be aware of the situation and have the ability to filter the information. My experience shows that
prolonged or repeated visits to the field, together with cross-referencing to other available
sources, help minimize this problem. Although this is a serious issue for researchers, it does not
mean that all people touched by war embellish or alter their narratives according to the
circumstances.The influence of humanitarian agencies in conflict and post-conflict settings is so
strong that they may be perceived to be replacing or taking up the role of governmental
institutions. In these settings, local people commonly say that to resolve a particular problem “an
NGO will need to develop a project”; for example, “we are waiting for an NGO to help us deal
with sanitation,” or “there aren’t any recreational facilities for the children . . . we need to discuss
this with the NGOs.” The NGO-ization of conflict and post-conflict settings might generate a
practice or even a philosophy of dependence upon foreign aid, without putting pressure on local
institutions to assume their responsibilities and deliver necessary services. Instead of expecting
the government to provide for them, citizens turn to NGOs for support. Of course, this is not by
chance; the weakening capacity of nation-states to provide for their citizens expands the field of
action of humanitarian NGOs that have access to international resources.This situation has
sometimes created clashes between humanitarian agencies and governments with regard to the
scope of humanitarian actions and interventions on the ground. I witnessed a typical example of
the problem while evaluating the Children and War Project (CWP) sponsored by Save the
Children USA in Mozambique in 1995.This project aimed at documenting, tracing, and
reunifying unaccompanied children affected by war with their families. After successfully
relocating the children in war-ravaged communities, the CWP faced a problem: in most of these
communities, schools had been burned during the war, teachers had been killed or displaced,
and education was no longer available. Using some of its resources, the CWP decided to create
community schools, holding classes under trees or in buildings made from local materials.
Because teachers were not available, the NGO trained some youths who could read and write,
all in an effort to keep the children busy. When the reunification project ended in 1995, the NGO
asked the Ministry of Education of Mozambique to absorb these community schools into the
national educational system. The government refused on the grounds that these schools did not
fulfill the minimum standards: most of them operated without proper buildings; the teachers had
no formal qualifications and could not be placed and paid within the national qualification and
salary scale; and most of the schools taught children of different ages and levels of achievement
in the same class. This situation created problems between the NGO and the ministry. An official
from the ministry stated that NGOs should recognize the limitations of their humanitarian role
and not see themselves as substitutes for the government. He stressed that before NGOs
embark on these kinds of initiatives, discussions about follow-up actions should be undertaken
with government agencies. This situation is but one example of the clashes that can arise in the
course of providing assistance to war-affected children. These problems also affect the work of
researchers who need access to both types of institutions. Researchers must be very skillful not
to shut down important sources of information and research support.In Angola, relationships of



trust were not easily or quickly established during what turned out to be only an interval of peace
in a protracted and bloody civil war. Young demobilized soldiers and their relatives shared
personal stories with the CCF teams whom they already knew and trusted. The fact that I was
brought in by CCF colleagues facilitated my acceptance. Many of the adults involved with war-
affected children took advantage of the opportunity to teach us about local knowledge and
practices regarding war trauma, healing, and social reintegration. Openly discussing acts of
murder and other atrocities witnessed and committed by former child soldiers, dealing with the
guilt that adults felt at their failure to protect their own children and those in their communities,
facing the conflicts that still simmered over the injuries suffered and inflicted in the recent past—
all required mutual confidence. Indeed, without the field researcher’s preexisting relationships
with traumatized young people and their caregivers, such project would have been extremely
difficult to undertake.Another question the ethnographer working in war zones faces is, how
should these narratives of war and suffering be handled? How do victims of war express their
experiences of pain and sexual violence to a stranger doing research? Do people feel
compelled to speak, given their vulnerable position? In different circumstances, would they have
chosen not to talk? If this is the case, how should the researcher deal with these terrible stories
of violence, humiliation, and suffering? I faced these difficulties and dilemmas after gathering
children’s narratives about their experiences of war, pain, and abuse. How does one translate
these gruesome narratives onto paper? What are the boundaries between the need to make
these terrible atrocities public and voyeuristic intrusion?Researchers working on children and
war are often faced with the difficult dilemmas inherent in writing about and presenting these
horrific stories. Is there a particular language to express a person’s pain and suffering without
intruding into their private space—the intimacy of the violence, pain, and suffering, as well as the
recounting and revisiting of the event that sharing its details with the ethnographer requires? On
the other hand, how should the ethnographer handle these narratives without losing the force
that such exposures of war atrocities and violence committed against these young women and
men bring? Reflecting on these and related questions over the years is part of what kept my field
materials in note form for so long.However, I think that acknowledgement of the informants’
agency in the process of telling their war stories is important. Even within the constraints
inherent in their situation, they can choose what messages they wish to convey to the world and
how they wish to communicate them. They can decide to be silent, to omit certain types of
information, and to tailor their narratives. Ethnographers working in these circumstances should
be aware of and understand how their positions shape the ways in which the narratives are
presented, as well their interpretation and transmission of those narratives to the world. We all—
informants and researchers—have agency in these processes.Research MethodologiesI have
been doing research on health, healing, and religion in Africa for the last two decades. Since
1993, my work has focused on the effects of war and on postwar healing of trauma. I have
worked intermittently in Mozambique throughout this period and in Angola since 1997. As an
anthropologist, I privileged qualitative research methodologies based on in-depth,



semistructured interviews with key informants and focus group discussions. I also used
participant observation of community events and activities, counseling sessions, and public
meetings as a means of acquiring relevant information. I complemented my field research with
library and archival research, reviewing published reports and unpublished documents. My
interest in the effects of war on children evolved over time as I became involved in various
projects about children and armed conflict. Tracing the trajectory of my awareness of and
research interest in these issues is important to an understanding of the point of view from which
I have written this book.My first research in Mozambique (1986–87) was a study of traditional
religious institutions and their effects on society in three large neighborhoods of Maputo-City:
Chamanculo, Xipamanine, and Mafalala. This research focused on indigenous healers and on
the Zionist churches that synthesized the Christian message of salvation with indigenous
spiritual practices and beliefs focused on healing. I studied these healing rituals as activities
carried out within the context of family and community, not as isolated performances or
manifestations of a particular belief system. My focus was on culture as dynamic and creative,
continuous and shared, and as a fundamental dimension of human societies.A few years later
(1993–94), I continued to develop my research in the same direction, focusing more closely on
spirit possession and its relation to the war and wider politics of culture in Mozambique. This
fieldwork took place on the periphery of Maputo (in Urban District Number Five, which includes
Ndhlavela, Zona Verde, Primeiro de Maio, and Khongoloti) and in two rural districts, Boane and
Manhiça, also in the south of Mozambique. Since the civil war had ended in 1992, I was
interested in the ways communities negotiated the transition from war to peace by means of
spirit possession and belief in the powers of ancestral spirits. Studying the healing strategies
adopted by war ravaged people immediately after the ceasefire and then again after the
resolution of the civil war was one part of the research I conducted for my dissertation.17 In the
course of this project, I interviewed traditional healers, diviners, and spirit mediums; traditional
chiefs appointed by the Portuguese (régulos); religious leaders from African Independent
Churches and from established religious denominations; war-affected populations, including
displaced persons, refugees, children kidnapped and exploited by armed forces, and former
soldiers; and as many ordinary civilians.During this period of research, I became aware of the
ways in which the war affected the civilian population as people narrated their wartime
experiences, their worries, and their hopes for the future. Among the many problems caused by
the war, the situation of children and youth was one of their main concerns. People were worried
about the generations of tomorrow and what future would be possible for them after all they had
experienced during the civil war. Although the scope of my research then was much broader, I
became particularly interested in the effects of war on children. I collected important data and
decided to pursue the topic more closely later on.In 1995, I was invited to conduct an evaluation
of the Children and War Project (CWP) in Mozambique, which provided a wonderful opportunity
to continue this research. Through this project, I was introduced to a number of children and
families who had been affected by the war. I did research in four of the eight provinces in the



country where the project operated: Nampula, Sofala, Gaza, and Maputo. CWP undertook the
documentation, tracing, and family reunification of unaccompanied children found in military
camps at the end of the war. The program focused on children under fifteen, because
combatants younger than fifteen, even after fighting in the war for many years, were not formally
considered soldiers under international law and, thus, had no access to the official
demobilization programs for combatants that were undertaken by the United Nations. Child
combatants, like other war-affected children, were taken care of by humanitarian programs
provided by non-governmental organizations, such as the International Committee for the Red
Cross and the Save the Children Alliance.The Children and War Project was established in 1988
and carried out in seven of Mozambique’s eleven provinces: Cabo Delgado, Nampula, Tete,
Sofala, Gaza, Maputo-Province, and Maputo-City. The CWP directly facilitated the reunification
of more than 12,000 unaccompanied children with their relatives and helped make family
reunification possible for thousands of others between 1988 and 1995. Between 1988 and 1992,
most of the reunified children had fled from military camps. Fleeing RENAMO combatants (both
children and adults) benefited from an amnesty law passed by the government in 1987. The
government established the center of Lhanguene18 to accommodate the children who took
advantage of the amnesty for a preliminary evaluation of their situation and to work out the basic
strategies for support and family reunification.Working on the evaluation of this project helped
me to understand better the impact of war on child combatants and the problems involved in
their reintegration into society. I read a variety of documents and materials on this issue, and I
met with and interviewed a vast network of people involved in this important work, ranging from
social services personnel and healing practitioners to war-affected people. My previous
research on traditional institutions and the cultural politics involved in the negotiation of
transitions from war to peace constituted an excellent background for this research on the social
and cultural rehabilitation of children affected by war. Throughout this evaluation, I worked with a
psychologist, who focused on the psychological and psychosocial aspects, while as an
anthropologist I looked more closely at the social and cultural aspects of these children’s
rehabilitation and reintegration. During the evaluation of the CWP, we visited some of the
provinces where the project operated. We conducted interviews and discussions with the
reintegrated children, their families and relatives, and various other members of the community.
We also interviewed project staff and government officials, as well as staff from other non-
governmental organizations. The review of the project’s database and documents was an
important aspect of the evaluation. The evaluation team found that, although reunifications were
costly because many had to be done by plane or helicopter, the CWP was very successful in
reuniting children with their families and reintegrating them into their communities. Central to this
project’s effectiveness was its choosing of community-level care over institutionalized care for
displaced children. The major challenge was providing adequate follow-up support for children
in their communities, which were almost always poor and often rural or isolated. This matter is
considered in depth in Chapter 6, which examines the future prospects of these



children.Although the evaluation of the CWP reviewed institutional aspects of the project’s
organization and implementation, my main interest was in the interviews I conducted with young
people and their families to gain insight into their lives in the military, their present situations, and
their worries and hopes for the future. I had numerous contacts with community leaders,
teachers, religious leaders, and other volunteer caregivers associated with the project at the
local level. Following the evaluation of the project, I managed to keep in contact with some of
these children, conducting further interviews in the southern provinces of Maputo and Gaza.I
returned to fieldwork in Mozambique in 1999 to conduct research on the impact of war on girls
and young women, with support from a research grant through the University of Cape Town,
where I was a senior lecturer in anthropology. I decided to focus on girls because, as scholars,
policymakers, and service providers had begun to realize, a huge silence surrounded the
involvement and participation of girls in this and other African civil wars. Access to girls and their
stories was extremely difficult, given the taboos associated with rape and the sexual abuse that
many of them had to endure. Feelings of shame and guilt and the fear of stigma prevented many
young women from telling their stories. I decided to conduct my field research in the province of
Maputo, on Josina Machel Island, where I could gain access to the girls through an NGO that
was supporting programs for war-affected young women.During my stay in Josina Machel, I
interviewed young women who had lived in military camps during the war. Some had stayed in
the camps for six months, while others came home only after the ceasefire agreement in
October 1992. All these young women were employed by the national NGO Reconstruindo a
Esperança (Rebuilding Hope). This NGO initially dealt with boys, especially former child
soldiers, and tried to provide them with work and skills. However, after many young men
migrated to the city and to South Africa in the hope of finding work and better living conditions,
the organization turned its attention to girls and young women. About ninety war-affected young
women, and a few young men, were working with this NGO in 1999. The activities of the young
women included agricultural production, dressmaking, and literacy classes. The NGO also
provided emotional and psychological support through a group of local elderly women, and two
psychologists who visited the island twice a week.The young women in the program ranged
between fifteen and twenty-five years of age. The majority were single, although some had at
least one child. I had individual interviews and focus group discussions with some of these
young women. Some were not willing to talk about what had happened to them during the war,
however. Even in this supportive setting, it was extremely difficult for younger women to talk
about the sexual abuse they had suffered and for older women to discuss the girls’ experiences.
People hardly talk about such taboo subjects within the family, let alone to strangers. I decided to
work through this NGO because the program was designed specifically for girls who had lived in
military camps and addressed the systematic sexual violence they had endured. Had I
attempted to conduct such research elsewhere, it would have been very difficult to find any
young women who were willing to admit their involvement in the war and share their stories with
me.Young women on Josina Machel had to tell their stories of living in RENAMO military camps



to the NGO personnel in order to be admitted to the program. Possibly, some exaggerated their
stories in order to enhance their status as victims. However, considering what is known about
the atrocities and abuses committed by RENAMO throughout the country, the narratives told by
these young women did not appear unrealistic. During my fieldwork, I also interviewed other
women and men in the community: the elderly women who worked for the NGO; some of the
mothers of the young women; the religious leader of the local Zionist church; the director of the
only primary school in the island; the nurse at the only clinic in the island; and several young
men who still worked for the NGO. I also had group discussions with elders. I interviewed the two
psychologists and participated in some of their counseling sessions with the girls and young
women. I also had a chance to talk to some former child soldiers from the island.Following my
evaluation of the Children and War Project in Mozambique, I was approached by Christian
Children’s Fund (CCF), another international NGO, to conduct research in Angola on the role of
traditional healing practices in the social reintegration of war-affected children. This project
researched and documentated the concepts, beliefs, and practices related to health, healing,
and well-being used by local populations in the aftermath of the war. It focused on practices
aimed at the cleansing, healing, and social reintegration of war-affected children. The project
was based on the assumption that psychological distress and trauma have a social and cultural
dimension. The manner in which people understand and give meaning to their afflictions and
problems is generally linked to their culture and worldviews and, therefore, appropriate and
effective therapeutic strategies should take these cultural beliefs and worldviews into account.I
worked with CCF national staff and develop a training module ethnographic research that
introduced the team to the conceptual and methodological issues of the project. The work in
Angola was conducted for nine months in 1997–98, during the peaceful period between the
Lusaka Accords of 1994 and the resumption of war in October 1998. Research was carried out
in the provinces of Luanda, Moxico, Biè, Huambo, Malange, and Uige. These provinces were
fairly representative of the major ethnolinguistic groups in the country, including the Bakongo,
Tchokwe, Kimbundu, and Ovimbundu.During this period, I made two trips to Angola to train
members of CCF team and conduct fieldwork in the provinces of Luanda and Biè (July 1997)
and Huambo and Malange (February 1998). Members of the CCF team located in the five
provinces collected data for the project on a regular basis and followed the situation in the
provinces. Data was regularly sent to me for comments and analysis. In addition to
correspondence, my visits to Angola allowed for direct discussions and planning subsequent
research. This qualitative research project was based on collecting life histories of war-affected
children, especially child soldiers, and on gathering data about the social and cultural practices
related to the reintegration of children in postwar situations. The life histories were collected
through in-depth, open-ended interviews with the children and people close to them, while the
ethnographic data was gathered through interviews and group discussions with elders and other
community members. From the material gathered both by my direct field research and by the
members of the CCF team, I produced a research report for CCF in 1998.19CCF Angola had



two main projects going on in the country when we started this research. The first, the Province-
Based War Trauma Training project (PBWTT), aimed at facilitating social reintegration of war-
affected children into families and communities by training relatives, teachers, adult activists,
and caregivers. The training, based on key fundaments of modern psychology, helped
caregivers monitor and assist traumatized children. The second program was the Reintegration
of Underage Soldiers project (RUS), which focused specifically on the demobilization process
and the social reintegration of young combatants. An evaluation in April 1997 showed that these
low-cost, community-based interventions conducted by CCF were helping children adjust to life
after the war. Through the PBWTT project, adults who worked with war-affected children were
given training in child development, the emotional impact of war on children, nonviolent means
of conflict resolution, and approaches to healing that emphasize children’s emotional expression
through dance, drawing, singing, drama, and story-telling. The evaluation concluded that
“although there was some training of national staff in Bantu cultural patterns and qualitative
research methodology, progress to this date in learning about and documenting traditional
healing has been limited” and fell short of what was needed to design culturally appropriate
intervention programs.20 Therefore, CCF decided to enlist outside assistance to undertake
ethnographic research on indigenous healing practices as they relate to war-affected children.21
Knowing of my work on this subject in southern Mozambique, CCF Angola invited me to develop
this project. At that time, I was teaching social anthropology at the University of Cape Town in
South Africa.The Impact of Traditional Healing Practices in the Social Reintegration of War-
Affected Children project was designed in collaboration with the CCF team in Angola, and was
funded by a USAID grant to CCF Angola.22 The research was carried out in two stages. First,
the research teams investigated local cosmological beliefs and practices regarding health,
healing, and the wellbeing of individuals and groups. The teams gathered valuable information
from interviews and discussions with elders, traditional authorities, religious leaders, and local
government officials about notions of childhood, transitions to adulthood, the connections
between children and warfare, the role of the spirits of the dead in the lives of their kin and other
living people, and the relationships between the mundane and the transcendent, between
human beings and the environment, and among human beings in society. We focused on
people’s perceptions and understandings of the war and the instrumental use of children in the
conflict, as well as their points of view regarding mechanisms for the reconstitution of the social
fabric in peacetime. The second stage focused on case studies of children directly affected by
war, recording their life histories and examining the different therapeutic strategies that were
employed to resolve their afflictions. Life histories were recorded from interviews with children
and their relatives, teachers, friends, and neighbors. Although the plan was to follow up selected
cases to evaluate the effectiveness of different therapeutic approaches based on the particular
conditions of each child, that goal proved difficult to accomplish in a formal way. Partly because
the first stage of work took more time than expected, CCF staff relied on their long-established
contacts with war-affected children to compile retrospective accounts rather than collecting



longitudinal data.The project met with a favorable response. People appreciated our effort to
investigate local beliefs and practices and to learn from elders, chiefs, and traditional healers.
Teams carried out the research in the centers and communities where CCF staff was already
working. For example, at the Transit Center, created by the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) in Viana, we were able establish contact with officials working with former child
soldiers and conduct interviews with young, recently demobilized soldiers waiting to be reunified
with their relatives. I also conducted training workshops in Kuito, in the province of Biè, for
members of the CCF provincial team and undertook field-work by interviewing traditional
healers, war-affected children, and their relatives. Research in each province was supervised by
a member of the central CCF team and carried out by CCF field staff trained for this purpose.
CCF teams, with at least two persons per province, worked from August 1997 through April
1998, with a mid-term evaluation and analysis under my supervision in February 1998. The
research was carried out in Portuguese and in local languages. CCF team members were fluent
in the languages of the areas in which they operated. While all members of the CCF teams
contributed enormously to the project, I am especially indebted to Carlinda Monteiro, who
played a critical role in the development of the project; she accompanied me on all my field trips,
helped to interpret the information gathered, and provided very useful insights.Unfortunately, in
part because of its concentration on demobilized soldiers, this research project did not manage
to record as many voices of girls and young women as planned. People would not talk about the
situation of girls as easily as they did about boys. Also, while boys were available to talk, girls
were usually busy with household chores or the care of younger siblings. I realized that a fuller,
more gender-balanced picture was vital to complement the studies of former boy soldiers and
provide a more complete account of the consequences of war for young people. This desire to
complete the knowledge about how girls are affected by war led me to conduct in-depth
research with girls and young women on Josina Machel Island in Mozambique, which I have
described above.Working in two countries in conflict and postconflict situations over a period of
more than a dozen years enabled me to gather comprehensive information and analyze
underlying patterns in the experiences of war-affected young persons and their
communities.Chapter 2Historical and Social ContextsIn recent decades, children and youth
have featured centrally as both the targets and the perpetrators of violence. In nearly every war
and civil conflict, children are among the principal victims. The situation has worsened in recent
years because civil wars and conflicts without clearly defined state actors have grown more
prominent, and children suffer more in these irregular conflicts. Not only are they injured by
bombs and other instruments of violence used against civilians, but all too often they are drawn
into direct participation in armed combat. Children fight as soldiers and are abducted into
servitude and for sexual exploitation. Young people suffer from the spread of AIDS and other
diseases exacerbated by combat. They are among the most bereft of victims when conflict ends,
in need of rehabilitation and assistance to continue lives that have been so profoundly
interrupted.In order to analyze the causes of this problem, we must place contemporary



developments in historical perspective. The involvement of young people in warfare is not a
recent phenomenon; it is deeply rooted in the history of all civilizations. In Europe during the
Middle Ages, upper-class boys who hoped to become knights served as squires. Around the
age of thirteen, the boy was apprenticed to a knight. He was taught skills with the sword, lance,
and shield and learned the duties and responsibilities of knighthood. Squires engaged in mock
battles against each other and against dummies. A squire also served his mentor. He looked
after his master’s horses, polished his weapons and armor, and served him at meals. As a squire
grew older, he was expected to follow his master into battle and protect him if the knight fell in
combat. Some squires were rewarded with knighthood for performing an outstanding deed on
the battlefield.1 Italians called the young soldiers who followed knights into battle on foot infante,
which literally means “child,” and collectively these children made up the infanteria, or
infantry.Across Europe, most of the children who were mobilized into armies served in groups
under a few adult commanders, rather than each one serving at the side of a knight or expert
soldier. The Children’s Crusades of 1212 included thousands of boys and girls between the
ages of ten and eighteen who joined together believing that God would deliver Jerusalem into
their hands. Most died on their long march because of the harsh conditions. Those who did
return came home in shame.2Children and youth swelled the ranks of Napoleon’s army, which
was one the first military forces to recruit massive numbers of soldiers from the common
classes; boys as young as twelve took active roles as soldiers. The British navy under Nelson
included many naval cadets and midshipmen of fifteen, as well as younger cabin boys and
“powder monkeys.”Young people have been at the forefront of warfare and political conflict in
many parts of the world. Children and youth have often fought in revolutions with strong
ideological motivations. Stories of wars of national independence often feature the heroic deeds
of children of both sexes who were too young to join the armed forces or even the guerrillas.
Sometimes such actions are attributed to youthful idealism. During the Chinese Cultural
Revolution, Red Guards between the ages of eight and fifteen carried out some of the more
violent acts.3 Today, children participate as combatants in conflict zones around the globe, in
places as diverse as Afghanistan, the Balkan region, Cambodia, Colombia, Northern Ireland,
Palestine, and Sri Lanka. The scale of the contemporary problem is unprecedented, both in the
numbers of young people involved and in the degree of their participation. Indeed, the
magnitude of children’s involvement in war is such that the international community has begun to
take actions to address the problem.The nature of warfare and political violence has changed
over the past several decades. We have witnessed a shift from conventional warfare between
states, in which soldiers fight soldiers, to civil wars within states. Civil wars are fought mainly by
proxy, use guerrilla and other irregular fighters, and target defenseless civilians. Young civilians
are frequently abducted and forced to join the military. In many conflict zones in Africa, Asia,
Europe, and Latin America, young soldiers constitute a significant proportion of the armed
groups and become instrumental in committing the most horrendous atrocities. The participation
of children and youth in armed conflicts is a defining feature of our times.Why are young people



increasingly being used in armed conflict and political violence? What factors contribute to their
involvement in wars? What makes them so vulnerable to being recruited, or even volunteering to
take part in these activities? There are many questions, but so far very few answers.Children
and youth are in a process of formation and development, and, thus, vulnerable and in need of
guidance and nurturance from society. Militias turn the mutability of youth to their own purposes,
developing them into soldiers instead of facilitating their transition to adulthood. Young people’s
vulnerability to recruitment into armed groups in wars and other violent political conflict is
exacerbated by a number of social, economic, and political conditions. In many countries,
extreme poverty and the breakdown of societal structures and services have a tremendous
impact on the ways young people adjust to problems in their lives. As conflict, migration, and
poverty cause families to dissolve and communities to disintegrate, the young are forced to
improvise their own survival strategies, becoming street children in cities or joining gangs,
armed groups, and the military. In many social contexts, deficient or nonexistent educational and
vocational training facilities, the lack of healthcare and sanitation, and the absence of
employment opportunities contribute to making membership in armed groups attractive to young
people. Political and religious ideologies can also play a part in their decision to participate in
such conflicts.Clearly, mobilizing children in combat or visiting violence, illness, and exploitation
upon them holds terrible consequences for their development and for the peace and stability of
generations to come. While the recruitment of children and youth into armed conflict arises from
social crisis, its consequences entail even more profound social and cultural dislocation.This
chapter analyzes the connections between children and war historically and socially. It examines
the involvement of children in military activity and recent changes in warfare that have magnified
the extent and intensity of the child soldier’s participation in combat. It also poses questions
about the evolution of the concept of childhood, asking whether the dominant contemporary
conception, which is based on European history and social institutions, has much relevance in
non-Western societies’ view of children’s participation in war. No single and universal concept of
what it means to be a child exists. This study emphasizes the diverse ways in which the concept
of childhood is socially and culturally constructed in specific contexts. How effective are the
existing and proposed provisions of international humanitarian law in protecting children from
war and armed conflict? Most were designed for traditional warfare, not for modern wars in
Africa and other postcolonial settings. Finally, the massive use of children in armed conflicts
after the Cold War is considered, highlighting some of the factors that drive children into war and
that make armed groups abduct children to fight and serve. The analysis of the phenomenon of
the child soldier is located within the context of the social, economic, and political breakdown of
the postcolonial state in Africa.Comparative Perspectives on Children’s Participation in
WarfareIn Mozambique and Angola, large numbers of children were used as soldiers by rebels
and government forces. RENAMO exploited at least 10,000 child soldiers, some as young as six
years old. In Angola, a 1995 survey found that 36 percent of children had accompanied or
supported soldiers, and 7 percent of Angolan children had fired at somebody.4 But the



conditions of these civil wars, while extreme, were more visible than they were unusual. The
instrumentalization of children as soldiers extends far beyond Mozambique and Angola. Many
other recent and current conflicts in Africa take advantage of young combatants; Algeria, Congo,
Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and Uganda are just a few.The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), a
rebel movement fighting against the government of Uganda, has become notorious locally and
internationally for its use of child soldiers. Children as young as eight are kidnapped, abused to
the point of submission, and turned into merciless killers. In the LRA base camps, gruesome
initiations take place in which new recruits are forced to kill another child—often a sister or
brother—or be killed themselves. Girls become “wives” of soldiers; younger children run errands
and carry loot.5 The whole Great Lakes region of Africa has been immersed in conflict for
decades, and children have become active participants in and victims of violence in Rwanda,
Burundi, and the Republic of Congo. In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where all
parties to the armed conflict use children, some as young as seven, the forced recruitment of
children increased so dramatically in late 2002 and early 2003 that observers described the
fighting forces as “armies of children.” In the neighboring Horn of Africa, conflicts in Ethiopia,
Eritrea, and the Sudan brought many young combatants to the front lines.6 In West Africa, the
civil wars in Sierra Leone and Liberia that began in 1991 were fought by thousands of child
soldiers. In Liberia, both the United Liberian Movement for Democracy (ULMD), led by
Roosevelt Johnson, and the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), led by Charles Taylor,
relied heavily on child soldiers. According to the 1994 Human Rights Watch report “Easy Prey:
Child Soldiers in Liberia,” many children approached the warring factions seeking food and
protection; some wanted to revenge the killing of their families by the opposition.7 The warring
parties did not turn these children away but used them in the most brutal possible way. Child
soldiers were actively recruited or abducted to serve as the chief cadre of the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) of Sierra Leone.8Child Soldiers in AfricaChild Soldiers in AfricaThe
Ethnography of Political ViolenceCynthia Keppley Mahmood, Series EditorA complete list of
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PastNotesIndexAcknowledgmentsContentsIntroduction1. Civil Wars in Mozambique and
Angola2. Historical and Social Contexts3. Recruitment and Initiation4. Young Women5. Healing
Child Soldiers and Their Communities6. Looking to the Future and Learning from the
PastNotesIndexAcknowledgmentsIntroductionThe issue of children’s participation in armed
political conflict has captured the attention of the world during the past ten or fifteen years.
Images of boys carrying guns and ammunition flash across television screens and appear on
the front pages of newspapers. Less often but equally disturbingly, stories of girls pressed into
the service of militias surface in the media. An unprecedented number of children have been
drawn into active participation in warfare. Many children are coerced into fighting; others are
pushed into it by poverty and crises in their communities; some may be seduced by promises of
glory or excitement. Children as young as eight or ten are transformed into merciless killers,
committing the most horrendous atrocities with apparent indifference or even pride.Children’s
involvement in armed conflict is not a recent phenomenon. In the past, young people have been
at the forefront of political conflict in many parts of the world, even when it has turned violent.
Today, however, the problem has grown to such magnitude that it has attracted public notice.
What is new is not just the visibility of civil wars but also that children are more deeply involved;
in some places, they form a substantial proportion of combatants. Analysts of war have pointed
out that most contemporary civil wars represent a “total societal crisis.” Social order is almost
entirely disrupted, and defenseless civilians, especially women, children, and the elderly, are
particularly vulnerable.1Reports of children taking human lives are increasingly infiltrating public
awareness, not only from conflict zones but also from societies in peacetime. Almost any
newspaper or nightly news show in the United States includes a litany of youthful victims and
perpetrators of inner-city violence; some cities keep a running tally of the death toll. Isolated
cases that occur in white, middle-class settings seem more shocking, such as the Columbine
school shootings or the murder of a Dartmouth college couple by two Vermont teenagers. Even
younger children can commit murder: for example, three-year-old James Bulger was killed by
two ten-year-olds in the United Kingdom. Incidents of children killing children are troubling. The
systematic, organized use of children to wage war is even more appalling.Children get caught up
in armed conflict in a whole host of ways. Often, those who manage to avoid becoming soldiers
are maimed or killed in attacks on civilian areas. Children are separated from their parents,



orphaned, and uprooted from their communities. The displaced may have to seek refuge in other
territories. Those children who remain in war zones are subjected to various forms of violence
and exploitation. Some are injured by landmines while playing or working. Children are turned
into spies or gunrunners, or they work as guards, cooks, cleaners, and servants in military
camps. Particularly damaging for future generations is the impact of war on girls. Disadvantaged
even in peacetime, girls experience sexual abuse, rape, enslavement, and other tribulations
during war. Children witness terrible atrocities and suffer from trauma. Children are deprived of
education and basic healthcare. Wars and other forms of armed conflict have profound and
lasting effects on young people.These developments have not gone unnoticed. In recent years,
the impact of armed conflict on children has moved to the forefront of political, humanitarian, and
academic agendas. The international community has taken several significant steps to address
the problem. In 1990, the United Nations established the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which contains important provisions for children affected by armed conflict. In 1994, the UN
General Assembly commissioned the Machel study on the impact of armed conflict on children.
In 1996, Graça Machel presented a ground-breaking report which made specific
recommendations for action. Based on Machel’s recommendations, the General Assembly
created the Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary General for Children and
Armed Conflict in 1997. This office was commissioned to raise awareness and promote the
collection of information about the plight of children affected by armed conflict as well as to
foster international cooperation to promote respect for children’s rights amid such conflicts.Many
humanitarian organizations have launched specific programs to address the issue of children
affected by armed conflict and to promote protection and support. The issue became a topic of
interest in academic circles as well, producing significant research and publications.2 The
participation of children in war has even become a theme for novels.3The dramatic shift of social
roles and responsibilities of children brought about by war is intrinsically linked to the breakdown
of societal structures and long-standing moral matrices in contexts of extreme social crisis.4
Children’s involvement in war defies established and generally accepted norms and values with
regard to the fundamental categories of childhood and adulthood, as well as the international
conventions of modern warfare. In modern societies, childhood is usually associated with
innocence, weakness, and dependence upon adult guidance and nurturance. Soldiers, in
contrast, are associated with strength, aggression, and the responsible maturity of adulthood.
Children should be protected and defended; a soldier’s duty is to protect and defend. The
paradoxical combination of child and soldier is unsettling. Children at war find themselves in an
unsanctioned position between childhood and adulthood. They are still children, but they are no
longer innocent; they perform adult tasks, but they are not yet adults. The possession of guns
and a license to kill remove them from childhood. But child soldiers are still physically and
psychologically immature; they are not full adults who are responsible for themselves. They live
in a twilight zone where the two worlds of childhood and adulthood “rub against each other
in . . . uneasy intimacy.”5Child soldiers live between a world of make-believe—a child’s world of



games and fantasy, of playing with guns—and reality—where the playful becomes shockingly
lethal and the game turns deadly. Here the ludic is transformed into the grotesque and the
macabre.6 Efforts to theorize the place occupied by child soldiers are not entirely satisfactory,
however, for this position is inherently unstable, without sanctioned cultural definition,
embodying a societal contradiction, and entirely embedded in conflict. Bhabha suggests that
such interstices provide the terrain for the emergence of new strategies of selfhood and
identity.7The role-related and ritually defined boundaries between childhood and adulthood that
existed in Angola and Mozambique before the onset of civil war were broken down by extreme
social crisis. As the social order was disrupted, roles between adults and children were
displaced. Children actively create and recreate their roles according to the situations presented
to them, and when their communities become engulfed in civil war, they assume roles that under
normal circumstances would be filled by adults. In Angola and Mozambique, many children
became active soldiers, committing the most horrific atrocities. This dramatic shift is intrinsically
linked to the breakdown of society’s structures and morality in a crisis such as war.Outline of
ArgumentThis book focuses on the involvement of children in civil wars in Mozambique and
Angola, conveying the experiences of children directly involved in these armed conflicts. It
centers primarily on children in military camps: child combatants, sexually abused girls, and
other children living within the confines of the military. However, it also discusses children who
were victimized by armed conflict in their villages and communities, such as orphans and
landmine victims.8Although this study is based on field research from these two countries, its
scope extends beyond the borders of Mozambique and Angola. Comparative analyses of
various cases highlight their similarities and differences as well as offering broader analytical
perspectives on the impact of war on children. In sum, this study situates the phenomenon in
Mozambique and Angola within the context of a more far-reaching exploration of these
issues.The book makes four main arguments: (1) the involvement of children in war does not
constitute a new phenomenon but has gained new dimensions because of changes in the
nature of warfare and current understandings of childhood; (2) children affected by conflict—
both girls and boys—do not constitute a homogeneous group of helpless victims but exercise an
agency of their own, which is shaped by their particular experiences and circumstances; (3) the
healing and reintegration of children affected by armed conflict need to be embedded in local
world views and meaning systems in order to be effective and sustainable; and (4) social
reintegration of children affected by armed conflict must go hand in hand with larger strategies of
social development and the eradication of poverty.The book outlines the histories of political
conflict in Mozambique and Angola and the context in which the involvement of children in the
protracted civil wars took place. It also considers issues of research methodologies and the
ethical challenges associated with conducting research in conflict and post-conflict situations
with vulnerable groups, particularly children.Chapter 2 discusses the connections between
children and war historically and socially, the changes in warfare that have influenced the
present situation, and factors such as childhood development and poverty.Child soldiers find



themselves in a position that breaks down dichotomies between civilian and combatant, victim
and perpetrator, initiate and initiated, protected and protector. With these multiple, interstitial
positions, child soldiers epitomize the condition of simultaneously having multifaceted identities
and utterly lacking a permanent, stable, and socially defined place. In this way, they occupy a
world of their own. We must go beyond the clear-cut demarcations between child and adult, and
between innocence and guilt, to examine the intricate ways in which the condition of the child
soldier cuts across established categories.Warfare is a profoundly gendered phenomenon.9 It is
not just that men become soldiers while women work and wait at home, a popular image based
on two relatively well-organized twentieth-century world wars. In European international and civil
wars, as well as in African wars, women in the civilian population become targets of recruitment
and sexual violence perpetrated by soldiers that is designed to demoralize, humiliate, and
immobilize an enemy. Women and girls are raped in front of their male relatives. Sometimes,
rape ends in murder. Young women and girls are kidnapped and held in military camps where
they are used as laborers, servants, and sexual slaves. In some cases, young women become
armed combatants in order to defend themselves or avenge the wrongs done to their
kinswomen.10This gendered and sexualized dimension of warfare is seldom understood as a
fundamental and pervasive feature of armed conflicts. It comes to public attention primarily in
particularly dramatic instances, especially those involving the systematic extermination of
combat-aged men as well as the rape of women in the target group.11 Female survivors of
wartime sexual abuse and exploitation seldom speak of their suffering since it is often shameful
as well as traumatic.12 This book examines the situation of girls and young women affected by
war.Boy soldiers and girls forced to serve militias represent anomalies and contradictions. They
inhabit an autonomous world with its own rules and relations of power. Yet they come from a civil
society ordered by family, kinship, gender, and generation, and, after peace returns, they must
reenter a world whose fundamental tenets they were made to violate and whose categories they
have defied. How are young women and men who have served and fought with the militia groups
to be assimilated back into society? How can they make an orderly transition from child militia
member to adult civilian? They have been traumatized by their experiences, by the murders and
other acts of violence and violation they have committed, witnessed, and feared or suffered
themselves, and by the sudden and total sundering of their previous ties to kin and
community.Civilians lost more than their sons and daughters to the military forces; they lost
homes, village, and livelihoods as well. Repeated attacks on civilians in places with no military
significance have been a fundamental feature of postcolonial civil wars. In both Mozambique
and Angola, substantial numbers of rural residents were displaced, forced to seek sanctuary in
more stable regions of their own country or to cross borders to find refuge. Few remained for the
duration of the conflict; most returned home as soon as local conditions permitted. The injuries
and displacement they suffered were compounded by the devastation they encountered on their
return. In Angola, as rural residents tried to resume their lives, rebuilding burned villages,
cultivating the fields, and traveling to market, many people—especially children and young



people—were injured by the landmines that combatants had left behind. For them, the war
continued even in the absence of soldiers.In Mozambique and Angola, war is generally
conceptualized in opposition to society, as a state in which people are rewarded for breaking
fundamental norms and social codes. People who have been directly involved in war are not
easily accepted back into society, for they are considered to be polluted by the “wrong-doings of
the war”; they are regarded as contaminated by the spirits of the dead and carriers of their anger.
Those individuals who killed or saw people being killed are potential contaminators of the social
body. Danger and pollution are attached to all war-affected persons; being a witness to murder
or an unwitting collaborator in atrocities is also dangerous. War pollution is considered a threat to
society, so young women and men who served and fought in militias must undergo a process of
cleansing as they make the transition from the state of war back into normal society. This
reintegration is accomplished with local practices, which differ profoundly from Western
psychotherapeutic approaches.In the context of the civil wars in Mozambique and Angola,
reconciliation goes beyond the process of restoring communication and resolving differences
among oppositional groups nonviolently; it also encompasses the process of restoring intimate
ties that have ruptured, reintegrating war-affected persons into local communities, and resuming
normal life. Civil wars have long-lasting effects on whole societies as well as on individuals. The
economic underdevelopment that is both cause and consequence of warfare narrows the
opportunities available to young people to attain the occupational and family positions that
signify full adulthood. The book ends by exploring governmental and non-governmental
programs for demobilization, rehabilitation, and social reintegration of war-affected
children.IntroductionIntroductionThe issue of children’s participation in armed political conflict
has captured the attention of the world during the past ten or fifteen years. Images of boys
carrying guns and ammunition flash across television screens and appear on the front pages of
newspapers. Less often but equally disturbingly, stories of girls pressed into the service of
militias surface in the media. An unprecedented number of children have been drawn into active
participation in warfare. Many children are coerced into fighting; others are pushed into it by
poverty and crises in their communities; some may be seduced by promises of glory or
excitement. Children as young as eight or ten are transformed into merciless killers, committing
the most horrendous atrocities with apparent indifference or even pride.Children’s involvement in
armed conflict is not a recent phenomenon. In the past, young people have been at the forefront
of political conflict in many parts of the world, even when it has turned violent. Today, however,
the problem has grown to such magnitude that it has attracted public notice. What is new is not
just the visibility of civil wars but also that children are more deeply involved; in some places,
they form a substantial proportion of combatants. Analysts of war have pointed out that most
contemporary civil wars represent a “total societal crisis.” Social order is almost entirely
disrupted, and defenseless civilians, especially women, children, and the elderly, are particularly
vulnerable.1Reports of children taking human lives are increasingly infiltrating public awareness,
not only from conflict zones but also from societies in peacetime. Almost any newspaper or



nightly news show in the United States includes a litany of youthful victims and perpetrators of
inner-city violence; some cities keep a running tally of the death toll. Isolated cases that occur in
white, middle-class settings seem more shocking, such as the Columbine school shootings or
the murder of a Dartmouth college couple by two Vermont teenagers. Even younger children can
commit murder: for example, three-year-old James Bulger was killed by two ten-year-olds in the
United Kingdom. Incidents of children killing children are troubling. The systematic, organized
use of children to wage war is even more appalling.Children get caught up in armed conflict in a
whole host of ways. Often, those who manage to avoid becoming soldiers are maimed or killed
in attacks on civilian areas. Children are separated from their parents, orphaned, and uprooted
from their communities. The displaced may have to seek refuge in other territories. Those
children who remain in war zones are subjected to various forms of violence and exploitation.
Some are injured by landmines while playing or working. Children are turned into spies or
gunrunners, or they work as guards, cooks, cleaners, and servants in military camps. Particularly
damaging for future generations is the impact of war on girls. Disadvantaged even in peacetime,
girls experience sexual abuse, rape, enslavement, and other tribulations during war. Children
witness terrible atrocities and suffer from trauma. Children are deprived of education and basic
healthcare. Wars and other forms of armed conflict have profound and lasting effects on young
people.These developments have not gone unnoticed. In recent years, the impact of armed
conflict on children has moved to the forefront of political, humanitarian, and academic agendas.
The international community has taken several significant steps to address the problem. In 1990,
the United Nations established the Convention on the Rights of the Child, which contains
important provisions for children affected by armed conflict. In 1994, the UN General Assembly
commissioned the Machel study on the impact of armed conflict on children. In 1996, Graça
Machel presented a ground-breaking report which made specific recommendations for action.
Based on Machel’s recommendations, the General Assembly created the Office of the Special
Representative of the Secretary General for Children and Armed Conflict in 1997. This office
was commissioned to raise awareness and promote the collection of information about the plight
of children affected by armed conflict as well as to foster international cooperation to promote
respect for children’s rights amid such conflicts.Many humanitarian organizations have launched
specific programs to address the issue of children affected by armed conflict and to promote
protection and support. The issue became a topic of interest in academic circles as well,
producing significant research and publications.2 The participation of children in war has even
become a theme for novels.3The dramatic shift of social roles and responsibilities of children
brought about by war is intrinsically linked to the breakdown of societal structures and long-
standing moral matrices in contexts of extreme social crisis.4 Children’s involvement in war
defies established and generally accepted norms and values with regard to the fundamental
categories of childhood and adulthood, as well as the international conventions of modern
warfare. In modern societies, childhood is usually associated with innocence, weakness, and
dependence upon adult guidance and nurturance. Soldiers, in contrast, are associated with



strength, aggression, and the responsible maturity of adulthood. Children should be protected
and defended; a soldier’s duty is to protect and defend. The paradoxical combination of child
and soldier is unsettling. Children at war find themselves in an unsanctioned position between
childhood and adulthood. They are still children, but they are no longer innocent; they perform
adult tasks, but they are not yet adults. The possession of guns and a license to kill remove them
from childhood. But child soldiers are still physically and psychologically immature; they are not
full adults who are responsible for themselves. They live in a twilight zone where the two worlds
of childhood and adulthood “rub against each other in . . . uneasy intimacy.”5Child soldiers live
between a world of make-believe—a child’s world of games and fantasy, of playing with guns—
and reality—where the playful becomes shockingly lethal and the game turns deadly. Here the
ludic is transformed into the grotesque and the macabre.6 Efforts to theorize the place occupied
by child soldiers are not entirely satisfactory, however, for this position is inherently unstable,
without sanctioned cultural definition, embodying a societal contradiction, and entirely
embedded in conflict. Bhabha suggests that such interstices provide the terrain for the
emergence of new strategies of selfhood and identity.7The role-related and ritually defined
boundaries between childhood and adulthood that existed in Angola and Mozambique before
the onset of civil war were broken down by extreme social crisis. As the social order was
disrupted, roles between adults and children were displaced. Children actively create and
recreate their roles according to the situations presented to them, and when their communities
become engulfed in civil war, they assume roles that under normal circumstances would be filled
by adults. In Angola and Mozambique, many children became active soldiers, committing the
most horrific atrocities. This dramatic shift is intrinsically linked to the breakdown of society’s
structures and morality in a crisis such as war.Outline of ArgumentThis book focuses on the
involvement of children in civil wars in Mozambique and Angola, conveying the experiences of
children directly involved in these armed conflicts. It centers primarily on children in military
camps: child combatants, sexually abused girls, and other children living within the confines of
the military. However, it also discusses children who were victimized by armed conflict in their
villages and communities, such as orphans and landmine victims.8Although this study is based
on field research from these two countries, its scope extends beyond the borders of
Mozambique and Angola. Comparative analyses of various cases highlight their similarities and
differences as well as offering broader analytical perspectives on the impact of war on children.
In sum, this study situates the phenomenon in Mozambique and Angola within the context of a
more far-reaching exploration of these issues.The book makes four main arguments: (1) the
involvement of children in war does not constitute a new phenomenon but has gained new
dimensions because of changes in the nature of warfare and current understandings of
childhood; (2) children affected by conflict—both girls and boys—do not constitute a
homogeneous group of helpless victims but exercise an agency of their own, which is shaped by
their particular experiences and circumstances; (3) the healing and reintegration of children
affected by armed conflict need to be embedded in local world views and meaning systems in



order to be effective and sustainable; and (4) social reintegration of children affected by armed
conflict must go hand in hand with larger strategies of social development and the eradication of
poverty.The book outlines the histories of political conflict in Mozambique and Angola and the
context in which the involvement of children in the protracted civil wars took place. It also
considers issues of research methodologies and the ethical challenges associated with
conducting research in conflict and post-conflict situations with vulnerable groups, particularly
children.Chapter 2 discusses the connections between children and war historically and socially,
the changes in warfare that have influenced the present situation, and factors such as childhood
development and poverty.Child soldiers find themselves in a position that breaks down
dichotomies between civilian and combatant, victim and perpetrator, initiate and initiated,
protected and protector. With these multiple, interstitial positions, child soldiers epitomize the
condition of simultaneously having multifaceted identities and utterly lacking a permanent,
stable, and socially defined place. In this way, they occupy a world of their own. We must go
beyond the clear-cut demarcations between child and adult, and between innocence and guilt,
to examine the intricate ways in which the condition of the child soldier cuts across established
categories.Warfare is a profoundly gendered phenomenon.9 It is not just that men become
soldiers while women work and wait at home, a popular image based on two relatively well-
organized twentieth-century world wars. In European international and civil wars, as well as in
African wars, women in the civilian population become targets of recruitment and sexual
violence perpetrated by soldiers that is designed to demoralize, humiliate, and immobilize an
enemy. Women and girls are raped in front of their male relatives. Sometimes, rape ends in
murder. Young women and girls are kidnapped and held in military camps where they are used
as laborers, servants, and sexual slaves. In some cases, young women become armed
combatants in order to defend themselves or avenge the wrongs done to their
kinswomen.10This gendered and sexualized dimension of warfare is seldom understood as a
fundamental and pervasive feature of armed conflicts. It comes to public attention primarily in
particularly dramatic instances, especially those involving the systematic extermination of
combat-aged men as well as the rape of women in the target group.11 Female survivors of
wartime sexual abuse and exploitation seldom speak of their suffering since it is often shameful
as well as traumatic.12 This book examines the situation of girls and young women affected by
war.Boy soldiers and girls forced to serve militias represent anomalies and contradictions. They
inhabit an autonomous world with its own rules and relations of power. Yet they come from a civil
society ordered by family, kinship, gender, and generation, and, after peace returns, they must
reenter a world whose fundamental tenets they were made to violate and whose categories they
have defied. How are young women and men who have served and fought with the militia groups
to be assimilated back into society? How can they make an orderly transition from child militia
member to adult civilian? They have been traumatized by their experiences, by the murders and
other acts of violence and violation they have committed, witnessed, and feared or suffered
themselves, and by the sudden and total sundering of their previous ties to kin and



community.Civilians lost more than their sons and daughters to the military forces; they lost
homes, village, and livelihoods as well. Repeated attacks on civilians in places with no military
significance have been a fundamental feature of postcolonial civil wars. In both Mozambique
and Angola, substantial numbers of rural residents were displaced, forced to seek sanctuary in
more stable regions of their own country or to cross borders to find refuge. Few remained for the
duration of the conflict; most returned home as soon as local conditions permitted. The injuries
and displacement they suffered were compounded by the devastation they encountered on their
return. In Angola, as rural residents tried to resume their lives, rebuilding burned villages,
cultivating the fields, and traveling to market, many people—especially children and young
people—were injured by the landmines that combatants had left behind. For them, the war
continued even in the absence of soldiers.In Mozambique and Angola, war is generally
conceptualized in opposition to society, as a state in which people are rewarded for breaking
fundamental norms and social codes. People who have been directly involved in war are not
easily accepted back into society, for they are considered to be polluted by the “wrong-doings of
the war”; they are regarded as contaminated by the spirits of the dead and carriers of their anger.
Those individuals who killed or saw people being killed are potential contaminators of the social
body. Danger and pollution are attached to all war-affected persons; being a witness to murder
or an unwitting collaborator in atrocities is also dangerous. War pollution is considered a threat to
society, so young women and men who served and fought in militias must undergo a process of
cleansing as they make the transition from the state of war back into normal society. This
reintegration is accomplished with local practices, which differ profoundly from Western
psychotherapeutic approaches.In the context of the civil wars in Mozambique and Angola,
reconciliation goes beyond the process of restoring communication and resolving differences
among oppositional groups nonviolently; it also encompasses the process of restoring intimate
ties that have ruptured, reintegrating war-affected persons into local communities, and resuming
normal life. Civil wars have long-lasting effects on whole societies as well as on individuals. The
economic underdevelopment that is both cause and consequence of warfare narrows the
opportunities available to young people to attain the occupational and family positions that
signify full adulthood. The book ends by exploring governmental and non-governmental
programs for demobilization, rehabilitation, and social reintegration of war-affected
children.Chapter 1Civil Wars in Mozambique and AngolaThis study draws on ethnographic
research undertaken in Angola and Mozambique, two African nations that have experienced
prolonged and bloody civil wars. Both countries are former Portuguese colonies that became
independent in 1975 after long wars of national liberation. In both countries, the postcolonial
government, led by nationalist movements that successfully prosecuted wars of independence,
adopted a Marxist orientation and socialist models of development. These policies met with
resistance from factions of the former independence movements, which waged war against the
incumbent government with material assistance from foreign nations. During these wars, which
lasted over fifteen years in Mozambique and for more than twenty years in Angola, thousands of



children were drawn into armed conflict. These children of war are the subject of this book.In
Mozambique, the war between the Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (Mozambique
Liberation Front), known as FRELIMO, and the Resistência Nacional Moçambicana
(Mozambique National Resistance), known as RENAMO, started with the creation of RENAMO
in the late 1970s and ended in 1992. After eleven years of armed struggle, Mozambique attained
its independence from the Portuguese in 1975. However, it became enmeshed in regional
conflicts as Zimbabwean forces fought against British rule in the neighboring colony of Southern
Rhodesia. The Rhodesian Central Intelligence Organization in 1977 established RENAMO as a
rebel force within Mozambique. Its original assignment was to spy on Zimbabwean guerrillas
operating from bases there. Soon its assignment was expanded to include armed opposition to
the FRELIMO government in retaliation for its full implementation of UN sanctions against
Rhodesia and, more importantly, its support of the armed struggle for independence led by the
Zimbabwe National Liberation Front (ZANLA).1The connections between these two territories
within the ethnoscape of European colonialism underlaid these developments. Immediately after
Mozambique’s independence, a number of Portuguese settlers and former members of the
colonial army left Mozambique for Rhodesia. The Rhodesian security services recruited the
founding members of RENAMO from this group. RENAMO not only assisted Rhodesian forces
in their operations against ZANLA inside Mozambique, but it also implemented the agenda of
those resentful Portuguese settlers who wanted to unseat the communist government.2 From
1977 to 1980, RENAMO’s role was expanded to include the sabotage of FRELIMO’s economic
and social policies and the disruption of normal life in rural areas. RENAMO was also deployed
against ZANLA infiltration routes into Zimbabwe, although its actions were far less damaging
than the direct attacks of the Rhodesian Army and Air Force on economic and military targets in
the provinces of Tete, Manica, and Gaza. In response, the Mozambican government forces took
the war back to Rhodesia. A well-trained guerrilla force infiltrated the enemy line to operate
alongside Zimbabwean nationalists. In addition, Mozambique launched offensive operations
against RENAMO bases, which culminated in the capture of the strategically important
mountains of Gorongosa in late 1979.With the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980 following the
Lancaster House agreements, which were mediated by the British government, RENAMO lost
its Rhodesian support and was taken over by the South African Security Forces. The South
African regime had such an interest because the African National Congress (ANC) had a
presence in Mozambique and was supported by the Mozambican government in its struggle
against apartheid. RENAMO also received support from some groups in Western countries,
including the United States.RENAMO grew rapidly in size and in military effectiveness. By
mid-1983, the rebels had regained control over the mountains of Gorongosa in central
Mozambique and were operating in eight of the country’s eleven provinces. RENAMO’s attacks
against development and aid projects, roads, bridges and railways, schools, hospitals, farms,
and entire villages were characterized by acts of extreme cruelty against civilians. Systematic
torture and massacres became tragically frequent, even ordinary events in rural areas,



particularly in the southern part of the country. RENAMO’s strategy was to disrupt the rural
infrastructure, isolate the government in garrison towns, and render the country ungovernable,
thereby forcing FRELIMO into compliance with South Africa’s security concerns by eliminating
the ANC presence in Mozambique. At this stage, RENAMO was primarily the military conduit of
the South African regional strategy of destabilization in Mozambique.3 In spite of its massive
cruelty against the civilian population, RENAMO successfully attracted the sympathy of the
peasantry, especially in the central and northern regions of the country. Many peasants felt
disempowered by the government’s antagonism to their rural heritage and traditional authorities
and by its policies of forced villagization that coerced peasants into communal settlements with
shared farms and social services.4 Young people, in particular, were attracted to RENAMO
because of a crisis in employment. Many youth had migrated from rural to urban areas to find
jobs, but in 1984, the FRELIMO government’s Operação Produção sent urban dwellers who
were considered “unproductive” back to the countryside and closed the doors to “parasites.”
These returned youth no longer fit into the local social structures, where authority rested with the
elders. Furthermore, rural areas lacked food, education, and employment opportunities.
RENAMO offered these discontented youth a new purpose in life by putting a gun in their
hands.5Warfare in Mozambique peaked in 1987, when RENAMO made significant military gains
in the northern and central areas of the country and undertook actions in the southern region.
The Homoine massacre in July 1987, in which more than 400 people died, many while they lay
in hospital beds, was one of RENAMO’s most notorious attacks in the south. During this period,
atrocities were committed throughout the country. Most were attributed to RENAMO. However,
government soldiers also carried out some abuses.6 With its economy devastated and
development projects paralyzed, the country became increasingly dependent on foreign aid. As
a result, the government decided to undertake far reaching economic reforms, abandoning its
former Marxist policies in favor of political and economic liberalization. In 1990, a new
constitution was adopted, embracing the principles of multiparty democracy.The FRELIMO
government, with its resources dissipated by years of war, was incapable of imposing a military
solution to the conflict. RENAMO was also unable to sustain its war effort, because South Africa
decreased its support during a process of internal reforms to end apartheid. With this military
impasse, a political solution became possible.7 Following several months of negotiations, the
government and RENAMO signed a General Peace Agreement in Rome in October 1992.
These negotiations were mediated by the Italian religious community of Santo Egidio and the
Catholic Church in Mozambique. The first democratic elections took place in October 1994.
FRELIMO won these elections by a wide margin, with strength in the southern and northern
regions, and formed a new government. Five years later, in the 1999 elections, FRELIMO
maintained its hold on power, though by a narrow margin.8The civil war in Mozambique was one
of the bloodiest and most devastating of its time.9 The social costs were enormous, and the
consequences for the civilian population catastrophic. Hundreds of thousands of Mozambicans
died as a result of the war. About five million people were internally displaced by 1989; more



than one million became refugees in neighboring countries. Besides the many uncounted
children who died as a direct consequence of the war, an estimated 250,000 or more children
were either orphaned or separated from their families. School enrollments were reduced by an
estimated 500,000, and medical facilities servicing approximately five million people were
destroyed.10 Between 8,000 and 10,000 children in Mozambique participated in the conflicts as
soldiers, most fighting with RENAMO.Map 1. Mozambique. Map No. 3706 R.2, United Nations
Cartographic Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.Since the 1992 agreement,
Mozambique has managed to maintain peace. The peaceful democratic transition in South
Africa and the continuation of peace in other neighboring nations have facilitated this peaceful
atmosphere. Very few incidents of political violence have been reported. In many parts of the
country today, especially the rural areas, Mozambicans are still trying to come to terms with the
war and reconstitute their lives.In Angola, civil war lasted even longer than in Mozambique, and
peace proved more difficult to establish. Angolans carried on armed struggle against Portuguese
colonial rule from the early 1960s until 1974, when the government in Portugal was overthrown.
The new government did not pursue colonial wars, and national independence became a real
possibility. Three major anti-colonial groups then engaged in a bitter internecine war to gain
exclusive access to power and control over the country. These groups were the MPLA,
Movimento Popular Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Popular and National Movement for the
Liberation of Angola); UNITA, União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola); and UPA-FNLA, União Popular de Angola–Frente
Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Angola Popular Union–National Front for the Liberation of
Angola). The MPLA emerged victorious and proclaimed Angola’s independence in November
1975. While the UPA-FNLA faded in importance in subsequent years, UNITA reconstituted itself
as anti-Marxist and pro-Western to continue its antigovernment insurgency.UNITA’s primary
supporters in its war against the MPLA government were the United States and South Africa.11
South Africa’s involvement arose from its interest in maintaining white supremacy and
preventing the expansion of Marxism in the region. The United States was interested not only in
supporting the apartheid regime in South Africa, a key ally, but also in offsetting any alliances the
Soviet Union and Cuba might make on the African continent. At the height of the Cold War,
South African troops directly supported UNITA and Cuban troops fought alongside the MPLA.
The United States channeled funds and arms to UNITA. Like the civil war in Mozambique, the
civil war in Angola was shaped by regional and global forces as well as local and national
conditions.By 1987, there were major battles in the south of the country, culminating in the siege
of Cuito Cuanavale (a town in southwestern Angola) by South African and UNITA forces.
Although fighting at Cuito Cuanavale ended in a stalemate, the outcome was a psychological
defeat for the South African Defence Forces. South Africa had to rethink its military strategy in
Angola, given the difficulties it faced in trying to win the conflict militarily.12 New diplomatic
attempts to end the conflict followed Cuito Cuanavale. The next eighteen months were marked
simultaneously by the most sustained efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement and some of the



fiercest fighting of the entire war.The first chance for peace came in May 1991, when the
government and UNITA signed a ceasefire agreement in Bicesse, Portugal, following mediation
by the Portuguese government. The ceasefire held until the elections in September 1992. The
first democratic elections in the country’s history were deemed free and fair by the international
community. The MPLA won a majority of the votes. UNITA refused to accept the election results,
claiming electoral fraud. Jonas Savimbi, UNITA’s President, ordered his troops to return to war,
and full-scale conflict resumed in October 1992.13This brutal war raged on until 1994, taking a
heavy toll on the civilian population. In November 1994, a new peace agreement was signed in
Lusaka between the government and UNITA. The Lusaka Protocol was aimed at restoring peace
in Angola and promoting national reconciliation through a ceasefire followed by complete
disarmament and cantonment. In April 1997 a Government of National Reconciliation and Unity,
which brought UNITA members as well as representatives of some other political parties into the
cabinet, was established. Unfortunattely, this fragile peace did not last long. In October 1998,
following disagreements with the government, UNITA went back to war, and the human toll
continued to rise. In February 2002, the death of UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi marked a new
chapter in Angola’s political history, as the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola
(MPLA) and UNITA finally laid down their weapons in pursuit of peace. A peace agreement
between the MPLA government and UNITA was signed in April 2003, which ended nearly thirty
years of fighting.The civil war in Angola was devastating to the entire population because it
lasted so long, raged across so much of the country, and involved such large-scale atrocities
against civilians. Minter estimates that during the 1992–94 phase of the war more than 100,000
people died from war-related causes, the number of landmine victims rose to 70,000.14
According to the 1997 UNDP Human Development Report in Angola, about 280,000 people
were living in neighboring countries as refugees, and approximately 1.2 million Angolans were
internally displaced, many of them from rural areas to the cities. About half of the displaced
population were children under fifteen years of age. As many as one million children were
directly exposed to war as civilians and combatants. More than half a million children died, tens
of thousands were orphaned or separated from their parents, and many more were kidnapped
during military incursions.15 Even very young children were dragged into armies and militias.
UNITA was most active in abducting and recruiting children, but the government forces also
used children as soldiers although to a lesser extent. Children carried weapons and other
equipment, fought on the front lines, served on reconnaissance missions, laid landmines, and
conducted espionage. The 1997 UNDP Report on Human Development in Angola estimated
that between 8,500 and 10,000 underage soldiers would be demobilized during the 1996–97
demobilization process.16Map 2. Angola. Map No. 3727 R.2, United Nations Cartographic
Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.The war affected many more children
indirectly. Malnutrition increased because of a decline in food production and the displacement
of farmers. The deterioration of healthcare services during the war resulted in higher infant and
child mortality rates. Children were prevented from attending school by displacement and by the



destruction of school buildings. In addition to death, physical injury, and trauma, children
suffered from the dire poverty, hunger, and social and emotional problems caused by prolonged
exposure to political violence.Challenges of Conducting Research in Post-Conflict
SituationsDocumenting and analyzing the experiences of children and young people in the
context of war and extreme vulnerability poses formidable challenges. This section examines
some of the methodological and ethical issues faced by researchers working in contexts of civil
war and precarious peace.Children frequently change their narratives. They may say one thing
one day, and the next day they may tell another story entirely, which makes it difficult for the
researcher to establish the truth or, more precisely, to decide which version of the narrative to
adopt. For this reason researchers must develop skillful ways of cross-referencing children’s
testimonies. Interviews with witnesses or participants to the same event, as well as with family
members, friends, and caregivers such as teachers, trainers, and priests, can be very useful. In
addition, the ethnographer may be guided by important social and historical events that help put
the child’s narrative in context.The complexities of conducting fieldwork in war settings can,
paradoxically, be exacerbated by the presence of humanitarian agencies and NGOs whose
raison d’être is the provision of aid and assistance to populations affected by war. The
interactions between humanitarian NGOs and the people they support are often based on the
unequal relationship between provider and recipient. The agency/client dynamic creates mutual
dependency. On the one hand, NGOs need the victims and their stories to fulfill their sense of
mission as providers of humanitarian assistance; on the other hand, the victims quickly
understand that their status as victims is crucial to obtaining aid. My observations in the field
show that populations affected by war are likely to enhance their victim status in the presence of
NGOs.This relationship of mutual dependence is not a problem until the researcher enters the
scene. The access of researchers to war zones is often facilitated by NGOs. Humanitarian aid
organizations gain early access to conflict and postconflict sites, often by negotiating with the
parties in conflict. NGOs are able to develop extensive local networks that allow them to channel
support and aid to populations in need. These assets are valuable to researchers who can utilize
the contacts of NGOs as a local support bases. Researchers gain access to people,
communities, and networks, as well as logistical support—lodging, access to clean water, and
sometimes food and transportation to and from the war zone. These resources are invaluable,
considering the situation in most war-ravaged regions. In some cases, such as my studies in
both Mozambique and Angola, researchers gain access to the field as consultants for
humanitarian organizations.Because of the cooperative relationship between the researcher and
the humanitarian organization the researcher is associated with the NGO, even when not
employed by the organization. However much researchers attest to their intellectual
independence from the organization, the research is perceived as directly related to, or an
extension of, the humanitarian work provided by the NGO. Thus, when researchers collect data
from local populations they may often be told what victims think NGOs want to hear.
Researchers might find themselves collecting recurring, recycled, and sometimes exaggerated



narratives of victimization. The relationship between caregiving agencies and researchers
especially affects conversations with children, who may believe they must present themselves
as helpless and dependent in order to be seen as deserving of assistance. Although this
situation is not designed by the humanitarian agencies, it is a consequence of their activities on
the ground and poses a challenge to researchers operating in these environments.While victims
are able to exercise their agency in order to maximize their gains, the researcher, too, needs to
be aware of the situation and have the ability to filter the information. My experience shows that
prolonged or repeated visits to the field, together with cross-referencing to other available
sources, help minimize this problem. Although this is a serious issue for researchers, it does not
mean that all people touched by war embellish or alter their narratives according to the
circumstances.The influence of humanitarian agencies in conflict and post-conflict settings is so
strong that they may be perceived to be replacing or taking up the role of governmental
institutions. In these settings, local people commonly say that to resolve a particular problem “an
NGO will need to develop a project”; for example, “we are waiting for an NGO to help us deal
with sanitation,” or “there aren’t any recreational facilities for the children . . . we need to discuss
this with the NGOs.” The NGO-ization of conflict and post-conflict settings might generate a
practice or even a philosophy of dependence upon foreign aid, without putting pressure on local
institutions to assume their responsibilities and deliver necessary services. Instead of expecting
the government to provide for them, citizens turn to NGOs for support. Of course, this is not by
chance; the weakening capacity of nation-states to provide for their citizens expands the field of
action of humanitarian NGOs that have access to international resources.This situation has
sometimes created clashes between humanitarian agencies and governments with regard to the
scope of humanitarian actions and interventions on the ground. I witnessed a typical example of
the problem while evaluating the Children and War Project (CWP) sponsored by Save the
Children USA in Mozambique in 1995.This project aimed at documenting, tracing, and
reunifying unaccompanied children affected by war with their families. After successfully
relocating the children in war-ravaged communities, the CWP faced a problem: in most of these
communities, schools had been burned during the war, teachers had been killed or displaced,
and education was no longer available. Using some of its resources, the CWP decided to create
community schools, holding classes under trees or in buildings made from local materials.
Because teachers were not available, the NGO trained some youths who could read and write,
all in an effort to keep the children busy. When the reunification project ended in 1995, the NGO
asked the Ministry of Education of Mozambique to absorb these community schools into the
national educational system. The government refused on the grounds that these schools did not
fulfill the minimum standards: most of them operated without proper buildings; the teachers had
no formal qualifications and could not be placed and paid within the national qualification and
salary scale; and most of the schools taught children of different ages and levels of achievement
in the same class. This situation created problems between the NGO and the ministry. An official
from the ministry stated that NGOs should recognize the limitations of their humanitarian role



and not see themselves as substitutes for the government. He stressed that before NGOs
embark on these kinds of initiatives, discussions about follow-up actions should be undertaken
with government agencies. This situation is but one example of the clashes that can arise in the
course of providing assistance to war-affected children. These problems also affect the work of
researchers who need access to both types of institutions. Researchers must be very skillful not
to shut down important sources of information and research support.In Angola, relationships of
trust were not easily or quickly established during what turned out to be only an interval of peace
in a protracted and bloody civil war. Young demobilized soldiers and their relatives shared
personal stories with the CCF teams whom they already knew and trusted. The fact that I was
brought in by CCF colleagues facilitated my acceptance. Many of the adults involved with war-
affected children took advantage of the opportunity to teach us about local knowledge and
practices regarding war trauma, healing, and social reintegration. Openly discussing acts of
murder and other atrocities witnessed and committed by former child soldiers, dealing with the
guilt that adults felt at their failure to protect their own children and those in their communities,
facing the conflicts that still simmered over the injuries suffered and inflicted in the recent past—
all required mutual confidence. Indeed, without the field researcher’s preexisting relationships
with traumatized young people and their caregivers, such project would have been extremely
difficult to undertake.Another question the ethnographer working in war zones faces is, how
should these narratives of war and suffering be handled? How do victims of war express their
experiences of pain and sexual violence to a stranger doing research? Do people feel
compelled to speak, given their vulnerable position? In different circumstances, would they have
chosen not to talk? If this is the case, how should the researcher deal with these terrible stories
of violence, humiliation, and suffering? I faced these difficulties and dilemmas after gathering
children’s narratives about their experiences of war, pain, and abuse. How does one translate
these gruesome narratives onto paper? What are the boundaries between the need to make
these terrible atrocities public and voyeuristic intrusion?Researchers working on children and
war are often faced with the difficult dilemmas inherent in writing about and presenting these
horrific stories. Is there a particular language to express a person’s pain and suffering without
intruding into their private space—the intimacy of the violence, pain, and suffering, as well as the
recounting and revisiting of the event that sharing its details with the ethnographer requires? On
the other hand, how should the ethnographer handle these narratives without losing the force
that such exposures of war atrocities and violence committed against these young women and
men bring? Reflecting on these and related questions over the years is part of what kept my field
materials in note form for so long.However, I think that acknowledgement of the informants’
agency in the process of telling their war stories is important. Even within the constraints
inherent in their situation, they can choose what messages they wish to convey to the world and
how they wish to communicate them. They can decide to be silent, to omit certain types of
information, and to tailor their narratives. Ethnographers working in these circumstances should
be aware of and understand how their positions shape the ways in which the narratives are



presented, as well their interpretation and transmission of those narratives to the world. We all—
informants and researchers—have agency in these processes.Research MethodologiesI have
been doing research on health, healing, and religion in Africa for the last two decades. Since
1993, my work has focused on the effects of war and on postwar healing of trauma. I have
worked intermittently in Mozambique throughout this period and in Angola since 1997. As an
anthropologist, I privileged qualitative research methodologies based on in-depth,
semistructured interviews with key informants and focus group discussions. I also used
participant observation of community events and activities, counseling sessions, and public
meetings as a means of acquiring relevant information. I complemented my field research with
library and archival research, reviewing published reports and unpublished documents. My
interest in the effects of war on children evolved over time as I became involved in various
projects about children and armed conflict. Tracing the trajectory of my awareness of and
research interest in these issues is important to an understanding of the point of view from which
I have written this book.My first research in Mozambique (1986–87) was a study of traditional
religious institutions and their effects on society in three large neighborhoods of Maputo-City:
Chamanculo, Xipamanine, and Mafalala. This research focused on indigenous healers and on
the Zionist churches that synthesized the Christian message of salvation with indigenous
spiritual practices and beliefs focused on healing. I studied these healing rituals as activities
carried out within the context of family and community, not as isolated performances or
manifestations of a particular belief system. My focus was on culture as dynamic and creative,
continuous and shared, and as a fundamental dimension of human societies.A few years later
(1993–94), I continued to develop my research in the same direction, focusing more closely on
spirit possession and its relation to the war and wider politics of culture in Mozambique. This
fieldwork took place on the periphery of Maputo (in Urban District Number Five, which includes
Ndhlavela, Zona Verde, Primeiro de Maio, and Khongoloti) and in two rural districts, Boane and
Manhiça, also in the south of Mozambique. Since the civil war had ended in 1992, I was
interested in the ways communities negotiated the transition from war to peace by means of
spirit possession and belief in the powers of ancestral spirits. Studying the healing strategies
adopted by war ravaged people immediately after the ceasefire and then again after the
resolution of the civil war was one part of the research I conducted for my dissertation.17 In the
course of this project, I interviewed traditional healers, diviners, and spirit mediums; traditional
chiefs appointed by the Portuguese (régulos); religious leaders from African Independent
Churches and from established religious denominations; war-affected populations, including
displaced persons, refugees, children kidnapped and exploited by armed forces, and former
soldiers; and as many ordinary civilians.During this period of research, I became aware of the
ways in which the war affected the civilian population as people narrated their wartime
experiences, their worries, and their hopes for the future. Among the many problems caused by
the war, the situation of children and youth was one of their main concerns. People were worried
about the generations of tomorrow and what future would be possible for them after all they had



experienced during the civil war. Although the scope of my research then was much broader, I
became particularly interested in the effects of war on children. I collected important data and
decided to pursue the topic more closely later on.In 1995, I was invited to conduct an evaluation
of the Children and War Project (CWP) in Mozambique, which provided a wonderful opportunity
to continue this research. Through this project, I was introduced to a number of children and
families who had been affected by the war. I did research in four of the eight provinces in the
country where the project operated: Nampula, Sofala, Gaza, and Maputo. CWP undertook the
documentation, tracing, and family reunification of unaccompanied children found in military
camps at the end of the war. The program focused on children under fifteen, because
combatants younger than fifteen, even after fighting in the war for many years, were not formally
considered soldiers under international law and, thus, had no access to the official
demobilization programs for combatants that were undertaken by the United Nations. Child
combatants, like other war-affected children, were taken care of by humanitarian programs
provided by non-governmental organizations, such as the International Committee for the Red
Cross and the Save the Children Alliance.The Children and War Project was established in 1988
and carried out in seven of Mozambique’s eleven provinces: Cabo Delgado, Nampula, Tete,
Sofala, Gaza, Maputo-Province, and Maputo-City. The CWP directly facilitated the reunification
of more than 12,000 unaccompanied children with their relatives and helped make family
reunification possible for thousands of others between 1988 and 1995. Between 1988 and 1992,
most of the reunified children had fled from military camps. Fleeing RENAMO combatants (both
children and adults) benefited from an amnesty law passed by the government in 1987. The
government established the center of Lhanguene18 to accommodate the children who took
advantage of the amnesty for a preliminary evaluation of their situation and to work out the basic
strategies for support and family reunification.Working on the evaluation of this project helped
me to understand better the impact of war on child combatants and the problems involved in
their reintegration into society. I read a variety of documents and materials on this issue, and I
met with and interviewed a vast network of people involved in this important work, ranging from
social services personnel and healing practitioners to war-affected people. My previous
research on traditional institutions and the cultural politics involved in the negotiation of
transitions from war to peace constituted an excellent background for this research on the social
and cultural rehabilitation of children affected by war. Throughout this evaluation, I worked with a
psychologist, who focused on the psychological and psychosocial aspects, while as an
anthropologist I looked more closely at the social and cultural aspects of these children’s
rehabilitation and reintegration. During the evaluation of the CWP, we visited some of the
provinces where the project operated. We conducted interviews and discussions with the
reintegrated children, their families and relatives, and various other members of the community.
We also interviewed project staff and government officials, as well as staff from other non-
governmental organizations. The review of the project’s database and documents was an
important aspect of the evaluation. The evaluation team found that, although reunifications were



costly because many had to be done by plane or helicopter, the CWP was very successful in
reuniting children with their families and reintegrating them into their communities. Central to this
project’s effectiveness was its choosing of community-level care over institutionalized care for
displaced children. The major challenge was providing adequate follow-up support for children
in their communities, which were almost always poor and often rural or isolated. This matter is
considered in depth in Chapter 6, which examines the future prospects of these
children.Although the evaluation of the CWP reviewed institutional aspects of the project’s
organization and implementation, my main interest was in the interviews I conducted with young
people and their families to gain insight into their lives in the military, their present situations, and
their worries and hopes for the future. I had numerous contacts with community leaders,
teachers, religious leaders, and other volunteer caregivers associated with the project at the
local level. Following the evaluation of the project, I managed to keep in contact with some of
these children, conducting further interviews in the southern provinces of Maputo and Gaza.I
returned to fieldwork in Mozambique in 1999 to conduct research on the impact of war on girls
and young women, with support from a research grant through the University of Cape Town,
where I was a senior lecturer in anthropology. I decided to focus on girls because, as scholars,
policymakers, and service providers had begun to realize, a huge silence surrounded the
involvement and participation of girls in this and other African civil wars. Access to girls and their
stories was extremely difficult, given the taboos associated with rape and the sexual abuse that
many of them had to endure. Feelings of shame and guilt and the fear of stigma prevented many
young women from telling their stories. I decided to conduct my field research in the province of
Maputo, on Josina Machel Island, where I could gain access to the girls through an NGO that
was supporting programs for war-affected young women.During my stay in Josina Machel, I
interviewed young women who had lived in military camps during the war. Some had stayed in
the camps for six months, while others came home only after the ceasefire agreement in
October 1992. All these young women were employed by the national NGO Reconstruindo a
Esperança (Rebuilding Hope). This NGO initially dealt with boys, especially former child
soldiers, and tried to provide them with work and skills. However, after many young men
migrated to the city and to South Africa in the hope of finding work and better living conditions,
the organization turned its attention to girls and young women. About ninety war-affected young
women, and a few young men, were working with this NGO in 1999. The activities of the young
women included agricultural production, dressmaking, and literacy classes. The NGO also
provided emotional and psychological support through a group of local elderly women, and two
psychologists who visited the island twice a week.The young women in the program ranged
between fifteen and twenty-five years of age. The majority were single, although some had at
least one child. I had individual interviews and focus group discussions with some of these
young women. Some were not willing to talk about what had happened to them during the war,
however. Even in this supportive setting, it was extremely difficult for younger women to talk
about the sexual abuse they had suffered and for older women to discuss the girls’ experiences.



People hardly talk about such taboo subjects within the family, let alone to strangers. I decided to
work through this NGO because the program was designed specifically for girls who had lived in
military camps and addressed the systematic sexual violence they had endured. Had I
attempted to conduct such research elsewhere, it would have been very difficult to find any
young women who were willing to admit their involvement in the war and share their stories with
me.Young women on Josina Machel had to tell their stories of living in RENAMO military camps
to the NGO personnel in order to be admitted to the program. Possibly, some exaggerated their
stories in order to enhance their status as victims. However, considering what is known about
the atrocities and abuses committed by RENAMO throughout the country, the narratives told by
these young women did not appear unrealistic. During my fieldwork, I also interviewed other
women and men in the community: the elderly women who worked for the NGO; some of the
mothers of the young women; the religious leader of the local Zionist church; the director of the
only primary school in the island; the nurse at the only clinic in the island; and several young
men who still worked for the NGO. I also had group discussions with elders. I interviewed the two
psychologists and participated in some of their counseling sessions with the girls and young
women. I also had a chance to talk to some former child soldiers from the island.Following my
evaluation of the Children and War Project in Mozambique, I was approached by Christian
Children’s Fund (CCF), another international NGO, to conduct research in Angola on the role of
traditional healing practices in the social reintegration of war-affected children. This project
researched and documentated the concepts, beliefs, and practices related to health, healing,
and well-being used by local populations in the aftermath of the war. It focused on practices
aimed at the cleansing, healing, and social reintegration of war-affected children. The project
was based on the assumption that psychological distress and trauma have a social and cultural
dimension. The manner in which people understand and give meaning to their afflictions and
problems is generally linked to their culture and worldviews and, therefore, appropriate and
effective therapeutic strategies should take these cultural beliefs and worldviews into account.I
worked with CCF national staff and develop a training module ethnographic research that
introduced the team to the conceptual and methodological issues of the project. The work in
Angola was conducted for nine months in 1997–98, during the peaceful period between the
Lusaka Accords of 1994 and the resumption of war in October 1998. Research was carried out
in the provinces of Luanda, Moxico, Biè, Huambo, Malange, and Uige. These provinces were
fairly representative of the major ethnolinguistic groups in the country, including the Bakongo,
Tchokwe, Kimbundu, and Ovimbundu.During this period, I made two trips to Angola to train
members of CCF team and conduct fieldwork in the provinces of Luanda and Biè (July 1997)
and Huambo and Malange (February 1998). Members of the CCF team located in the five
provinces collected data for the project on a regular basis and followed the situation in the
provinces. Data was regularly sent to me for comments and analysis. In addition to
correspondence, my visits to Angola allowed for direct discussions and planning subsequent
research. This qualitative research project was based on collecting life histories of war-affected



children, especially child soldiers, and on gathering data about the social and cultural practices
related to the reintegration of children in postwar situations. The life histories were collected
through in-depth, open-ended interviews with the children and people close to them, while the
ethnographic data was gathered through interviews and group discussions with elders and other
community members. From the material gathered both by my direct field research and by the
members of the CCF team, I produced a research report for CCF in 1998.19CCF Angola had
two main projects going on in the country when we started this research. The first, the Province-
Based War Trauma Training project (PBWTT), aimed at facilitating social reintegration of war-
affected children into families and communities by training relatives, teachers, adult activists,
and caregivers. The training, based on key fundaments of modern psychology, helped
caregivers monitor and assist traumatized children. The second program was the Reintegration
of Underage Soldiers project (RUS), which focused specifically on the demobilization process
and the social reintegration of young combatants. An evaluation in April 1997 showed that these
low-cost, community-based interventions conducted by CCF were helping children adjust to life
after the war. Through the PBWTT project, adults who worked with war-affected children were
given training in child development, the emotional impact of war on children, nonviolent means
of conflict resolution, and approaches to healing that emphasize children’s emotional expression
through dance, drawing, singing, drama, and story-telling. The evaluation concluded that
“although there was some training of national staff in Bantu cultural patterns and qualitative
research methodology, progress to this date in learning about and documenting traditional
healing has been limited” and fell short of what was needed to design culturally appropriate
intervention programs.20 Therefore, CCF decided to enlist outside assistance to undertake
ethnographic research on indigenous healing practices as they relate to war-affected children.21
Knowing of my work on this subject in southern Mozambique, CCF Angola invited me to develop
this project. At that time, I was teaching social anthropology at the University of Cape Town in
South Africa.The Impact of Traditional Healing Practices in the Social Reintegration of War-
Affected Children project was designed in collaboration with the CCF team in Angola, and was
funded by a USAID grant to CCF Angola.22 The research was carried out in two stages. First,
the research teams investigated local cosmological beliefs and practices regarding health,
healing, and the wellbeing of individuals and groups. The teams gathered valuable information
from interviews and discussions with elders, traditional authorities, religious leaders, and local
government officials about notions of childhood, transitions to adulthood, the connections
between children and warfare, the role of the spirits of the dead in the lives of their kin and other
living people, and the relationships between the mundane and the transcendent, between
human beings and the environment, and among human beings in society. We focused on
people’s perceptions and understandings of the war and the instrumental use of children in the
conflict, as well as their points of view regarding mechanisms for the reconstitution of the social
fabric in peacetime. The second stage focused on case studies of children directly affected by
war, recording their life histories and examining the different therapeutic strategies that were



employed to resolve their afflictions. Life histories were recorded from interviews with children
and their relatives, teachers, friends, and neighbors. Although the plan was to follow up selected
cases to evaluate the effectiveness of different therapeutic approaches based on the particular
conditions of each child, that goal proved difficult to accomplish in a formal way. Partly because
the first stage of work took more time than expected, CCF staff relied on their long-established
contacts with war-affected children to compile retrospective accounts rather than collecting
longitudinal data.The project met with a favorable response. People appreciated our effort to
investigate local beliefs and practices and to learn from elders, chiefs, and traditional healers.
Teams carried out the research in the centers and communities where CCF staff was already
working. For example, at the Transit Center, created by the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) in Viana, we were able establish contact with officials working with former child
soldiers and conduct interviews with young, recently demobilized soldiers waiting to be reunified
with their relatives. I also conducted training workshops in Kuito, in the province of Biè, for
members of the CCF provincial team and undertook field-work by interviewing traditional
healers, war-affected children, and their relatives. Research in each province was supervised by
a member of the central CCF team and carried out by CCF field staff trained for this purpose.
CCF teams, with at least two persons per province, worked from August 1997 through April
1998, with a mid-term evaluation and analysis under my supervision in February 1998. The
research was carried out in Portuguese and in local languages. CCF team members were fluent
in the languages of the areas in which they operated. While all members of the CCF teams
contributed enormously to the project, I am especially indebted to Carlinda Monteiro, who
played a critical role in the development of the project; she accompanied me on all my field trips,
helped to interpret the information gathered, and provided very useful insights.Unfortunately, in
part because of its concentration on demobilized soldiers, this research project did not manage
to record as many voices of girls and young women as planned. People would not talk about the
situation of girls as easily as they did about boys. Also, while boys were available to talk, girls
were usually busy with household chores or the care of younger siblings. I realized that a fuller,
more gender-balanced picture was vital to complement the studies of former boy soldiers and
provide a more complete account of the consequences of war for young people. This desire to
complete the knowledge about how girls are affected by war led me to conduct in-depth
research with girls and young women on Josina Machel Island in Mozambique, which I have
described above.Working in two countries in conflict and postconflict situations over a period of
more than a dozen years enabled me to gather comprehensive information and analyze
underlying patterns in the experiences of war-affected young persons and their
communities.Chapter 1Civil Wars in Mozambique and AngolaCivil Wars in Mozambique and
AngolaThis study draws on ethnographic research undertaken in Angola and Mozambique, two
African nations that have experienced prolonged and bloody civil wars. Both countries are
former Portuguese colonies that became independent in 1975 after long wars of national
liberation. In both countries, the postcolonial government, led by nationalist movements that



successfully prosecuted wars of independence, adopted a Marxist orientation and socialist
models of development. These policies met with resistance from factions of the former
independence movements, which waged war against the incumbent government with material
assistance from foreign nations. During these wars, which lasted over fifteen years in
Mozambique and for more than twenty years in Angola, thousands of children were drawn into
armed conflict. These children of war are the subject of this book.In Mozambique, the war
between the Frente de Libertação de Moçambique (Mozambique Liberation Front), known as
FRELIMO, and the Resistência Nacional Moçambicana (Mozambique National Resistance),
known as RENAMO, started with the creation of RENAMO in the late 1970s and ended in 1992.
After eleven years of armed struggle, Mozambique attained its independence from the
Portuguese in 1975. However, it became enmeshed in regional conflicts as Zimbabwean forces
fought against British rule in the neighboring colony of Southern Rhodesia. The Rhodesian
Central Intelligence Organization in 1977 established RENAMO as a rebel force within
Mozambique. Its original assignment was to spy on Zimbabwean guerrillas operating from bases
there. Soon its assignment was expanded to include armed opposition to the FRELIMO
government in retaliation for its full implementation of UN sanctions against Rhodesia and, more
importantly, its support of the armed struggle for independence led by the Zimbabwe National
Liberation Front (ZANLA).1The connections between these two territories within the ethnoscape
of European colonialism underlaid these developments. Immediately after Mozambique’s
independence, a number of Portuguese settlers and former members of the colonial army left
Mozambique for Rhodesia. The Rhodesian security services recruited the founding members of
RENAMO from this group. RENAMO not only assisted Rhodesian forces in their operations
against ZANLA inside Mozambique, but it also implemented the agenda of those resentful
Portuguese settlers who wanted to unseat the communist government.2 From 1977 to 1980,
RENAMO’s role was expanded to include the sabotage of FRELIMO’s economic and social
policies and the disruption of normal life in rural areas. RENAMO was also deployed against
ZANLA infiltration routes into Zimbabwe, although its actions were far less damaging than the
direct attacks of the Rhodesian Army and Air Force on economic and military targets in the
provinces of Tete, Manica, and Gaza. In response, the Mozambican government forces took the
war back to Rhodesia. A well-trained guerrilla force infiltrated the enemy line to operate
alongside Zimbabwean nationalists. In addition, Mozambique launched offensive operations
against RENAMO bases, which culminated in the capture of the strategically important
mountains of Gorongosa in late 1979.With the independence of Zimbabwe in 1980 following the
Lancaster House agreements, which were mediated by the British government, RENAMO lost
its Rhodesian support and was taken over by the South African Security Forces. The South
African regime had such an interest because the African National Congress (ANC) had a
presence in Mozambique and was supported by the Mozambican government in its struggle
against apartheid. RENAMO also received support from some groups in Western countries,
including the United States.RENAMO grew rapidly in size and in military effectiveness. By



mid-1983, the rebels had regained control over the mountains of Gorongosa in central
Mozambique and were operating in eight of the country’s eleven provinces. RENAMO’s attacks
against development and aid projects, roads, bridges and railways, schools, hospitals, farms,
and entire villages were characterized by acts of extreme cruelty against civilians. Systematic
torture and massacres became tragically frequent, even ordinary events in rural areas,
particularly in the southern part of the country. RENAMO’s strategy was to disrupt the rural
infrastructure, isolate the government in garrison towns, and render the country ungovernable,
thereby forcing FRELIMO into compliance with South Africa’s security concerns by eliminating
the ANC presence in Mozambique. At this stage, RENAMO was primarily the military conduit of
the South African regional strategy of destabilization in Mozambique.3 In spite of its massive
cruelty against the civilian population, RENAMO successfully attracted the sympathy of the
peasantry, especially in the central and northern regions of the country. Many peasants felt
disempowered by the government’s antagonism to their rural heritage and traditional authorities
and by its policies of forced villagization that coerced peasants into communal settlements with
shared farms and social services.4 Young people, in particular, were attracted to RENAMO
because of a crisis in employment. Many youth had migrated from rural to urban areas to find
jobs, but in 1984, the FRELIMO government’s Operação Produção sent urban dwellers who
were considered “unproductive” back to the countryside and closed the doors to “parasites.”
These returned youth no longer fit into the local social structures, where authority rested with the
elders. Furthermore, rural areas lacked food, education, and employment opportunities.
RENAMO offered these discontented youth a new purpose in life by putting a gun in their
hands.5Warfare in Mozambique peaked in 1987, when RENAMO made significant military gains
in the northern and central areas of the country and undertook actions in the southern region.
The Homoine massacre in July 1987, in which more than 400 people died, many while they lay
in hospital beds, was one of RENAMO’s most notorious attacks in the south. During this period,
atrocities were committed throughout the country. Most were attributed to RENAMO. However,
government soldiers also carried out some abuses.6 With its economy devastated and
development projects paralyzed, the country became increasingly dependent on foreign aid. As
a result, the government decided to undertake far reaching economic reforms, abandoning its
former Marxist policies in favor of political and economic liberalization. In 1990, a new
constitution was adopted, embracing the principles of multiparty democracy.The FRELIMO
government, with its resources dissipated by years of war, was incapable of imposing a military
solution to the conflict. RENAMO was also unable to sustain its war effort, because South Africa
decreased its support during a process of internal reforms to end apartheid. With this military
impasse, a political solution became possible.7 Following several months of negotiations, the
government and RENAMO signed a General Peace Agreement in Rome in October 1992.
These negotiations were mediated by the Italian religious community of Santo Egidio and the
Catholic Church in Mozambique. The first democratic elections took place in October 1994.
FRELIMO won these elections by a wide margin, with strength in the southern and northern



regions, and formed a new government. Five years later, in the 1999 elections, FRELIMO
maintained its hold on power, though by a narrow margin.8The civil war in Mozambique was one
of the bloodiest and most devastating of its time.9 The social costs were enormous, and the
consequences for the civilian population catastrophic. Hundreds of thousands of Mozambicans
died as a result of the war. About five million people were internally displaced by 1989; more
than one million became refugees in neighboring countries. Besides the many uncounted
children who died as a direct consequence of the war, an estimated 250,000 or more children
were either orphaned or separated from their families. School enrollments were reduced by an
estimated 500,000, and medical facilities servicing approximately five million people were
destroyed.10 Between 8,000 and 10,000 children in Mozambique participated in the conflicts as
soldiers, most fighting with RENAMO.Map 1. Mozambique. Map No. 3706 R.2, United Nations
Cartographic Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.Since the 1992 agreement,
Mozambique has managed to maintain peace. The peaceful democratic transition in South
Africa and the continuation of peace in other neighboring nations have facilitated this peaceful
atmosphere. Very few incidents of political violence have been reported. In many parts of the
country today, especially the rural areas, Mozambicans are still trying to come to terms with the
war and reconstitute their lives.In Angola, civil war lasted even longer than in Mozambique, and
peace proved more difficult to establish. Angolans carried on armed struggle against Portuguese
colonial rule from the early 1960s until 1974, when the government in Portugal was overthrown.
The new government did not pursue colonial wars, and national independence became a real
possibility. Three major anti-colonial groups then engaged in a bitter internecine war to gain
exclusive access to power and control over the country. These groups were the MPLA,
Movimento Popular Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Popular and National Movement for the
Liberation of Angola); UNITA, União Nacional para a Independência Total de Angola (National
Union for the Total Independence of Angola); and UPA-FNLA, União Popular de Angola–Frente
Nacional de Libertação de Angola (Angola Popular Union–National Front for the Liberation of
Angola). The MPLA emerged victorious and proclaimed Angola’s independence in November
1975. While the UPA-FNLA faded in importance in subsequent years, UNITA reconstituted itself
as anti-Marxist and pro-Western to continue its antigovernment insurgency.UNITA’s primary
supporters in its war against the MPLA government were the United States and South Africa.11
South Africa’s involvement arose from its interest in maintaining white supremacy and
preventing the expansion of Marxism in the region. The United States was interested not only in
supporting the apartheid regime in South Africa, a key ally, but also in offsetting any alliances the
Soviet Union and Cuba might make on the African continent. At the height of the Cold War,
South African troops directly supported UNITA and Cuban troops fought alongside the MPLA.
The United States channeled funds and arms to UNITA. Like the civil war in Mozambique, the
civil war in Angola was shaped by regional and global forces as well as local and national
conditions.By 1987, there were major battles in the south of the country, culminating in the siege
of Cuito Cuanavale (a town in southwestern Angola) by South African and UNITA forces.



Although fighting at Cuito Cuanavale ended in a stalemate, the outcome was a psychological
defeat for the South African Defence Forces. South Africa had to rethink its military strategy in
Angola, given the difficulties it faced in trying to win the conflict militarily.12 New diplomatic
attempts to end the conflict followed Cuito Cuanavale. The next eighteen months were marked
simultaneously by the most sustained efforts to achieve a peaceful settlement and some of the
fiercest fighting of the entire war.The first chance for peace came in May 1991, when the
government and UNITA signed a ceasefire agreement in Bicesse, Portugal, following mediation
by the Portuguese government. The ceasefire held until the elections in September 1992. The
first democratic elections in the country’s history were deemed free and fair by the international
community. The MPLA won a majority of the votes. UNITA refused to accept the election results,
claiming electoral fraud. Jonas Savimbi, UNITA’s President, ordered his troops to return to war,
and full-scale conflict resumed in October 1992.13This brutal war raged on until 1994, taking a
heavy toll on the civilian population. In November 1994, a new peace agreement was signed in
Lusaka between the government and UNITA. The Lusaka Protocol was aimed at restoring peace
in Angola and promoting national reconciliation through a ceasefire followed by complete
disarmament and cantonment. In April 1997 a Government of National Reconciliation and Unity,
which brought UNITA members as well as representatives of some other political parties into the
cabinet, was established. Unfortunattely, this fragile peace did not last long. In October 1998,
following disagreements with the government, UNITA went back to war, and the human toll
continued to rise. In February 2002, the death of UNITA leader Jonas Savimbi marked a new
chapter in Angola’s political history, as the People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola
(MPLA) and UNITA finally laid down their weapons in pursuit of peace. A peace agreement
between the MPLA government and UNITA was signed in April 2003, which ended nearly thirty
years of fighting.The civil war in Angola was devastating to the entire population because it
lasted so long, raged across so much of the country, and involved such large-scale atrocities
against civilians. Minter estimates that during the 1992–94 phase of the war more than 100,000
people died from war-related causes, the number of landmine victims rose to 70,000.14
According to the 1997 UNDP Human Development Report in Angola, about 280,000 people
were living in neighboring countries as refugees, and approximately 1.2 million Angolans were
internally displaced, many of them from rural areas to the cities. About half of the displaced
population were children under fifteen years of age. As many as one million children were
directly exposed to war as civilians and combatants. More than half a million children died, tens
of thousands were orphaned or separated from their parents, and many more were kidnapped
during military incursions.15 Even very young children were dragged into armies and militias.
UNITA was most active in abducting and recruiting children, but the government forces also
used children as soldiers although to a lesser extent. Children carried weapons and other
equipment, fought on the front lines, served on reconnaissance missions, laid landmines, and
conducted espionage. The 1997 UNDP Report on Human Development in Angola estimated
that between 8,500 and 10,000 underage soldiers would be demobilized during the 1996–97



demobilization process.16Map 2. Angola. Map No. 3727 R.2, United Nations Cartographic
Section. Reprinted by permission of the United Nations.The war affected many more children
indirectly. Malnutrition increased because of a decline in food production and the displacement
of farmers. The deterioration of healthcare services during the war resulted in higher infant and
child mortality rates. Children were prevented from attending school by displacement and by the
destruction of school buildings. In addition to death, physical injury, and trauma, children
suffered from the dire poverty, hunger, and social and emotional problems caused by prolonged
exposure to political violence.Challenges of Conducting Research in Post-Conflict
SituationsDocumenting and analyzing the experiences of children and young people in the
context of war and extreme vulnerability poses formidable challenges. This section examines
some of the methodological and ethical issues faced by researchers working in contexts of civil
war and precarious peace.Children frequently change their narratives. They may say one thing
one day, and the next day they may tell another story entirely, which makes it difficult for the
researcher to establish the truth or, more precisely, to decide which version of the narrative to
adopt. For this reason researchers must develop skillful ways of cross-referencing children’s
testimonies. Interviews with witnesses or participants to the same event, as well as with family
members, friends, and caregivers such as teachers, trainers, and priests, can be very useful. In
addition, the ethnographer may be guided by important social and historical events that help put
the child’s narrative in context.The complexities of conducting fieldwork in war settings can,
paradoxically, be exacerbated by the presence of humanitarian agencies and NGOs whose
raison d’être is the provision of aid and assistance to populations affected by war. The
interactions between humanitarian NGOs and the people they support are often based on the
unequal relationship between provider and recipient. The agency/client dynamic creates mutual
dependency. On the one hand, NGOs need the victims and their stories to fulfill their sense of
mission as providers of humanitarian assistance; on the other hand, the victims quickly
understand that their status as victims is crucial to obtaining aid. My observations in the field
show that populations affected by war are likely to enhance their victim status in the presence of
NGOs.This relationship of mutual dependence is not a problem until the researcher enters the
scene. The access of researchers to war zones is often facilitated by NGOs. Humanitarian aid
organizations gain early access to conflict and postconflict sites, often by negotiating with the
parties in conflict. NGOs are able to develop extensive local networks that allow them to channel
support and aid to populations in need. These assets are valuable to researchers who can utilize
the contacts of NGOs as a local support bases. Researchers gain access to people,
communities, and networks, as well as logistical support—lodging, access to clean water, and
sometimes food and transportation to and from the war zone. These resources are invaluable,
considering the situation in most war-ravaged regions. In some cases, such as my studies in
both Mozambique and Angola, researchers gain access to the field as consultants for
humanitarian organizations.Because of the cooperative relationship between the researcher and
the humanitarian organization the researcher is associated with the NGO, even when not



employed by the organization. However much researchers attest to their intellectual
independence from the organization, the research is perceived as directly related to, or an
extension of, the humanitarian work provided by the NGO. Thus, when researchers collect data
from local populations they may often be told what victims think NGOs want to hear.
Researchers might find themselves collecting recurring, recycled, and sometimes exaggerated
narratives of victimization. The relationship between caregiving agencies and researchers
especially affects conversations with children, who may believe they must present themselves
as helpless and dependent in order to be seen as deserving of assistance. Although this
situation is not designed by the humanitarian agencies, it is a consequence of their activities on
the ground and poses a challenge to researchers operating in these environments.While victims
are able to exercise their agency in order to maximize their gains, the researcher, too, needs to
be aware of the situation and have the ability to filter the information. My experience shows that
prolonged or repeated visits to the field, together with cross-referencing to other available
sources, help minimize this problem. Although this is a serious issue for researchers, it does not
mean that all people touched by war embellish or alter their narratives according to the
circumstances.The influence of humanitarian agencies in conflict and post-conflict settings is so
strong that they may be perceived to be replacing or taking up the role of governmental
institutions. In these settings, local people commonly say that to resolve a particular problem “an
NGO will need to develop a project”; for example, “we are waiting for an NGO to help us deal
with sanitation,” or “there aren’t any recreational facilities for the children . . . we need to discuss
this with the NGOs.” The NGO-ization of conflict and post-conflict settings might generate a
practice or even a philosophy of dependence upon foreign aid, without putting pressure on local
institutions to assume their responsibilities and deliver necessary services. Instead of expecting
the government to provide for them, citizens turn to NGOs for support. Of course, this is not by
chance; the weakening capacity of nation-states to provide for their citizens expands the field of
action of humanitarian NGOs that have access to international resources.This situation has
sometimes created clashes between humanitarian agencies and governments with regard to the
scope of humanitarian actions and interventions on the ground. I witnessed a typical example of
the problem while evaluating the Children and War Project (CWP) sponsored by Save the
Children USA in Mozambique in 1995.This project aimed at documenting, tracing, and
reunifying unaccompanied children affected by war with their families. After successfully
relocating the children in war-ravaged communities, the CWP faced a problem: in most of these
communities, schools had been burned during the war, teachers had been killed or displaced,
and education was no longer available. Using some of its resources, the CWP decided to create
community schools, holding classes under trees or in buildings made from local materials.
Because teachers were not available, the NGO trained some youths who could read and write,
all in an effort to keep the children busy. When the reunification project ended in 1995, the NGO
asked the Ministry of Education of Mozambique to absorb these community schools into the
national educational system. The government refused on the grounds that these schools did not



fulfill the minimum standards: most of them operated without proper buildings; the teachers had
no formal qualifications and could not be placed and paid within the national qualification and
salary scale; and most of the schools taught children of different ages and levels of achievement
in the same class. This situation created problems between the NGO and the ministry. An official
from the ministry stated that NGOs should recognize the limitations of their humanitarian role
and not see themselves as substitutes for the government. He stressed that before NGOs
embark on these kinds of initiatives, discussions about follow-up actions should be undertaken
with government agencies. This situation is but one example of the clashes that can arise in the
course of providing assistance to war-affected children. These problems also affect the work of
researchers who need access to both types of institutions. Researchers must be very skillful not
to shut down important sources of information and research support.In Angola, relationships of
trust were not easily or quickly established during what turned out to be only an interval of peace
in a protracted and bloody civil war. Young demobilized soldiers and their relatives shared
personal stories with the CCF teams whom they already knew and trusted. The fact that I was
brought in by CCF colleagues facilitated my acceptance. Many of the adults involved with war-
affected children took advantage of the opportunity to teach us about local knowledge and
practices regarding war trauma, healing, and social reintegration. Openly discussing acts of
murder and other atrocities witnessed and committed by former child soldiers, dealing with the
guilt that adults felt at their failure to protect their own children and those in their communities,
facing the conflicts that still simmered over the injuries suffered and inflicted in the recent past—
all required mutual confidence. Indeed, without the field researcher’s preexisting relationships
with traumatized young people and their caregivers, such project would have been extremely
difficult to undertake.Another question the ethnographer working in war zones faces is, how
should these narratives of war and suffering be handled? How do victims of war express their
experiences of pain and sexual violence to a stranger doing research? Do people feel
compelled to speak, given their vulnerable position? In different circumstances, would they have
chosen not to talk? If this is the case, how should the researcher deal with these terrible stories
of violence, humiliation, and suffering? I faced these difficulties and dilemmas after gathering
children’s narratives about their experiences of war, pain, and abuse. How does one translate
these gruesome narratives onto paper? What are the boundaries between the need to make
these terrible atrocities public and voyeuristic intrusion?Researchers working on children and
war are often faced with the difficult dilemmas inherent in writing about and presenting these
horrific stories. Is there a particular language to express a person’s pain and suffering without
intruding into their private space—the intimacy of the violence, pain, and suffering, as well as the
recounting and revisiting of the event that sharing its details with the ethnographer requires? On
the other hand, how should the ethnographer handle these narratives without losing the force
that such exposures of war atrocities and violence committed against these young women and
men bring? Reflecting on these and related questions over the years is part of what kept my field
materials in note form for so long.However, I think that acknowledgement of the informants’



agency in the process of telling their war stories is important. Even within the constraints
inherent in their situation, they can choose what messages they wish to convey to the world and
how they wish to communicate them. They can decide to be silent, to omit certain types of
information, and to tailor their narratives. Ethnographers working in these circumstances should
be aware of and understand how their positions shape the ways in which the narratives are
presented, as well their interpretation and transmission of those narratives to the world. We all—
informants and researchers—have agency in these processes.Research MethodologiesI have
been doing research on health, healing, and religion in Africa for the last two decades. Since
1993, my work has focused on the effects of war and on postwar healing of trauma. I have
worked intermittently in Mozambique throughout this period and in Angola since 1997. As an
anthropologist, I privileged qualitative research methodologies based on in-depth,
semistructured interviews with key informants and focus group discussions. I also used
participant observation of community events and activities, counseling sessions, and public
meetings as a means of acquiring relevant information. I complemented my field research with
library and archival research, reviewing published reports and unpublished documents. My
interest in the effects of war on children evolved over time as I became involved in various
projects about children and armed conflict. Tracing the trajectory of my awareness of and
research interest in these issues is important to an understanding of the point of view from which
I have written this book.My first research in Mozambique (1986–87) was a study of traditional
religious institutions and their effects on society in three large neighborhoods of Maputo-City:
Chamanculo, Xipamanine, and Mafalala. This research focused on indigenous healers and on
the Zionist churches that synthesized the Christian message of salvation with indigenous
spiritual practices and beliefs focused on healing. I studied these healing rituals as activities
carried out within the context of family and community, not as isolated performances or
manifestations of a particular belief system. My focus was on culture as dynamic and creative,
continuous and shared, and as a fundamental dimension of human societies.A few years later
(1993–94), I continued to develop my research in the same direction, focusing more closely on
spirit possession and its relation to the war and wider politics of culture in Mozambique. This
fieldwork took place on the periphery of Maputo (in Urban District Number Five, which includes
Ndhlavela, Zona Verde, Primeiro de Maio, and Khongoloti) and in two rural districts, Boane and
Manhiça, also in the south of Mozambique. Since the civil war had ended in 1992, I was
interested in the ways communities negotiated the transition from war to peace by means of
spirit possession and belief in the powers of ancestral spirits. Studying the healing strategies
adopted by war ravaged people immediately after the ceasefire and then again after the
resolution of the civil war was one part of the research I conducted for my dissertation.17 In the
course of this project, I interviewed traditional healers, diviners, and spirit mediums; traditional
chiefs appointed by the Portuguese (régulos); religious leaders from African Independent
Churches and from established religious denominations; war-affected populations, including
displaced persons, refugees, children kidnapped and exploited by armed forces, and former



soldiers; and as many ordinary civilians.During this period of research, I became aware of the
ways in which the war affected the civilian population as people narrated their wartime
experiences, their worries, and their hopes for the future. Among the many problems caused by
the war, the situation of children and youth was one of their main concerns. People were worried
about the generations of tomorrow and what future would be possible for them after all they had
experienced during the civil war. Although the scope of my research then was much broader, I
became particularly interested in the effects of war on children. I collected important data and
decided to pursue the topic more closely later on.In 1995, I was invited to conduct an evaluation
of the Children and War Project (CWP) in Mozambique, which provided a wonderful opportunity
to continue this research. Through this project, I was introduced to a number of children and
families who had been affected by the war. I did research in four of the eight provinces in the
country where the project operated: Nampula, Sofala, Gaza, and Maputo. CWP undertook the
documentation, tracing, and family reunification of unaccompanied children found in military
camps at the end of the war. The program focused on children under fifteen, because
combatants younger than fifteen, even after fighting in the war for many years, were not formally
considered soldiers under international law and, thus, had no access to the official
demobilization programs for combatants that were undertaken by the United Nations. Child
combatants, like other war-affected children, were taken care of by humanitarian programs
provided by non-governmental organizations, such as the International Committee for the Red
Cross and the Save the Children Alliance.The Children and War Project was established in 1988
and carried out in seven of Mozambique’s eleven provinces: Cabo Delgado, Nampula, Tete,
Sofala, Gaza, Maputo-Province, and Maputo-City. The CWP directly facilitated the reunification
of more than 12,000 unaccompanied children with their relatives and helped make family
reunification possible for thousands of others between 1988 and 1995. Between 1988 and 1992,
most of the reunified children had fled from military camps. Fleeing RENAMO combatants (both
children and adults) benefited from an amnesty law passed by the government in 1987. The
government established the center of Lhanguene18 to accommodate the children who took
advantage of the amnesty for a preliminary evaluation of their situation and to work out the basic
strategies for support and family reunification.Working on the evaluation of this project helped
me to understand better the impact of war on child combatants and the problems involved in
their reintegration into society. I read a variety of documents and materials on this issue, and I
met with and interviewed a vast network of people involved in this important work, ranging from
social services personnel and healing practitioners to war-affected people. My previous
research on traditional institutions and the cultural politics involved in the negotiation of
transitions from war to peace constituted an excellent background for this research on the social
and cultural rehabilitation of children affected by war. Throughout this evaluation, I worked with a
psychologist, who focused on the psychological and psychosocial aspects, while as an
anthropologist I looked more closely at the social and cultural aspects of these children’s
rehabilitation and reintegration. During the evaluation of the CWP, we visited some of the



provinces where the project operated. We conducted interviews and discussions with the
reintegrated children, their families and relatives, and various other members of the community.
We also interviewed project staff and government officials, as well as staff from other non-
governmental organizations. The review of the project’s database and documents was an
important aspect of the evaluation. The evaluation team found that, although reunifications were
costly because many had to be done by plane or helicopter, the CWP was very successful in
reuniting children with their families and reintegrating them into their communities. Central to this
project’s effectiveness was its choosing of community-level care over institutionalized care for
displaced children. The major challenge was providing adequate follow-up support for children
in their communities, which were almost always poor and often rural or isolated. This matter is
considered in depth in Chapter 6, which examines the future prospects of these
children.Although the evaluation of the CWP reviewed institutional aspects of the project’s
organization and implementation, my main interest was in the interviews I conducted with young
people and their families to gain insight into their lives in the military, their present situations, and
their worries and hopes for the future. I had numerous contacts with community leaders,
teachers, religious leaders, and other volunteer caregivers associated with the project at the
local level. Following the evaluation of the project, I managed to keep in contact with some of
these children, conducting further interviews in the southern provinces of Maputo and Gaza.I
returned to fieldwork in Mozambique in 1999 to conduct research on the impact of war on girls
and young women, with support from a research grant through the University of Cape Town,
where I was a senior lecturer in anthropology. I decided to focus on girls because, as scholars,
policymakers, and service providers had begun to realize, a huge silence surrounded the
involvement and participation of girls in this and other African civil wars. Access to girls and their
stories was extremely difficult, given the taboos associated with rape and the sexual abuse that
many of them had to endure. Feelings of shame and guilt and the fear of stigma prevented many
young women from telling their stories. I decided to conduct my field research in the province of
Maputo, on Josina Machel Island, where I could gain access to the girls through an NGO that
was supporting programs for war-affected young women.During my stay in Josina Machel, I
interviewed young women who had lived in military camps during the war. Some had stayed in
the camps for six months, while others came home only after the ceasefire agreement in
October 1992. All these young women were employed by the national NGO Reconstruindo a
Esperança (Rebuilding Hope). This NGO initially dealt with boys, especially former child
soldiers, and tried to provide them with work and skills. However, after many young men
migrated to the city and to South Africa in the hope of finding work and better living conditions,
the organization turned its attention to girls and young women. About ninety war-affected young
women, and a few young men, were working with this NGO in 1999. The activities of the young
women included agricultural production, dressmaking, and literacy classes. The NGO also
provided emotional and psychological support through a group of local elderly women, and two
psychologists who visited the island twice a week.The young women in the program ranged



between fifteen and twenty-five years of age. The majority were single, although some had at
least one child. I had individual interviews and focus group discussions with some of these
young women. Some were not willing to talk about what had happened to them during the war,
however. Even in this supportive setting, it was extremely difficult for younger women to talk
about the sexual abuse they had suffered and for older women to discuss the girls’ experiences.
People hardly talk about such taboo subjects within the family, let alone to strangers. I decided to
work through this NGO because the program was designed specifically for girls who had lived in
military camps and addressed the systematic sexual violence they had endured. Had I
attempted to conduct such research elsewhere, it would have been very difficult to find any
young women who were willing to admit their involvement in the war and share their stories with
me.Young women on Josina Machel had to tell their stories of living in RENAMO military camps
to the NGO personnel in order to be admitted to the program. Possibly, some exaggerated their
stories in order to enhance their status as victims. However, considering what is known about
the atrocities and abuses committed by RENAMO throughout the country, the narratives told by
these young women did not appear unrealistic. During my fieldwork, I also interviewed other
women and men in the community: the elderly women who worked for the NGO; some of the
mothers of the young women; the religious leader of the local Zionist church; the director of the
only primary school in the island; the nurse at the only clinic in the island; and several young
men who still worked for the NGO. I also had group discussions with elders. I interviewed the two
psychologists and participated in some of their counseling sessions with the girls and young
women. I also had a chance to talk to some former child soldiers from the island.Following my
evaluation of the Children and War Project in Mozambique, I was approached by Christian
Children’s Fund (CCF), another international NGO, to conduct research in Angola on the role of
traditional healing practices in the social reintegration of war-affected children. This project
researched and documentated the concepts, beliefs, and practices related to health, healing,
and well-being used by local populations in the aftermath of the war. It focused on practices
aimed at the cleansing, healing, and social reintegration of war-affected children. The project
was based on the assumption that psychological distress and trauma have a social and cultural
dimension. The manner in which people understand and give meaning to their afflictions and
problems is generally linked to their culture and worldviews and, therefore, appropriate and
effective therapeutic strategies should take these cultural beliefs and worldviews into account.I
worked with CCF national staff and develop a training module ethnographic research that
introduced the team to the conceptual and methodological issues of the project. The work in
Angola was conducted for nine months in 1997–98, during the peaceful period between the
Lusaka Accords of 1994 and the resumption of war in October 1998. Research was carried out
in the provinces of Luanda, Moxico, Biè, Huambo, Malange, and Uige. These provinces were
fairly representative of the major ethnolinguistic groups in the country, including the Bakongo,
Tchokwe, Kimbundu, and Ovimbundu.During this period, I made two trips to Angola to train
members of CCF team and conduct fieldwork in the provinces of Luanda and Biè (July 1997)



and Huambo and Malange (February 1998). Members of the CCF team located in the five
provinces collected data for the project on a regular basis and followed the situation in the
provinces. Data was regularly sent to me for comments and analysis. In addition to
correspondence, my visits to Angola allowed for direct discussions and planning subsequent
research. This qualitative research project was based on collecting life histories of war-affected
children, especially child soldiers, and on gathering data about the social and cultural practices
related to the reintegration of children in postwar situations. The life histories were collected
through in-depth, open-ended interviews with the children and people close to them, while the
ethnographic data was gathered through interviews and group discussions with elders and other
community members. From the material gathered both by my direct field research and by the
members of the CCF team, I produced a research report for CCF in 1998.19CCF Angola had
two main projects going on in the country when we started this research. The first, the Province-
Based War Trauma Training project (PBWTT), aimed at facilitating social reintegration of war-
affected children into families and communities by training relatives, teachers, adult activists,
and caregivers. The training, based on key fundaments of modern psychology, helped
caregivers monitor and assist traumatized children. The second program was the Reintegration
of Underage Soldiers project (RUS), which focused specifically on the demobilization process
and the social reintegration of young combatants. An evaluation in April 1997 showed that these
low-cost, community-based interventions conducted by CCF were helping children adjust to life
after the war. Through the PBWTT project, adults who worked with war-affected children were
given training in child development, the emotional impact of war on children, nonviolent means
of conflict resolution, and approaches to healing that emphasize children’s emotional expression
through dance, drawing, singing, drama, and story-telling. The evaluation concluded that
“although there was some training of national staff in Bantu cultural patterns and qualitative
research methodology, progress to this date in learning about and documenting traditional
healing has been limited” and fell short of what was needed to design culturally appropriate
intervention programs.20 Therefore, CCF decided to enlist outside assistance to undertake
ethnographic research on indigenous healing practices as they relate to war-affected children.21
Knowing of my work on this subject in southern Mozambique, CCF Angola invited me to develop
this project. At that time, I was teaching social anthropology at the University of Cape Town in
South Africa.The Impact of Traditional Healing Practices in the Social Reintegration of War-
Affected Children project was designed in collaboration with the CCF team in Angola, and was
funded by a USAID grant to CCF Angola.22 The research was carried out in two stages. First,
the research teams investigated local cosmological beliefs and practices regarding health,
healing, and the wellbeing of individuals and groups. The teams gathered valuable information
from interviews and discussions with elders, traditional authorities, religious leaders, and local
government officials about notions of childhood, transitions to adulthood, the connections
between children and warfare, the role of the spirits of the dead in the lives of their kin and other
living people, and the relationships between the mundane and the transcendent, between



human beings and the environment, and among human beings in society. We focused on
people’s perceptions and understandings of the war and the instrumental use of children in the
conflict, as well as their points of view regarding mechanisms for the reconstitution of the social
fabric in peacetime. The second stage focused on case studies of children directly affected by
war, recording their life histories and examining the different therapeutic strategies that were
employed to resolve their afflictions. Life histories were recorded from interviews with children
and their relatives, teachers, friends, and neighbors. Although the plan was to follow up selected
cases to evaluate the effectiveness of different therapeutic approaches based on the particular
conditions of each child, that goal proved difficult to accomplish in a formal way. Partly because
the first stage of work took more time than expected, CCF staff relied on their long-established
contacts with war-affected children to compile retrospective accounts rather than collecting
longitudinal data.The project met with a favorable response. People appreciated our effort to
investigate local beliefs and practices and to learn from elders, chiefs, and traditional healers.
Teams carried out the research in the centers and communities where CCF staff was already
working. For example, at the Transit Center, created by the International Organization for
Migration (IOM) in Viana, we were able establish contact with officials working with former child
soldiers and conduct interviews with young, recently demobilized soldiers waiting to be reunified
with their relatives. I also conducted training workshops in Kuito, in the province of Biè, for
members of the CCF provincial team and undertook field-work by interviewing traditional
healers, war-affected children, and their relatives. Research in each province was supervised by
a member of the central CCF team and carried out by CCF field staff trained for this purpose.
CCF teams, with at least two persons per province, worked from August 1997 through April
1998, with a mid-term evaluation and analysis under my supervision in February 1998. The
research was carried out in Portuguese and in local languages. CCF team members were fluent
in the languages of the areas in which they operated. While all members of the CCF teams
contributed enormously to the project, I am especially indebted to Carlinda Monteiro, who
played a critical role in the development of the project; she accompanied me on all my field trips,
helped to interpret the information gathered, and provided very useful insights.Unfortunately, in
part because of its concentration on demobilized soldiers, this research project did not manage
to record as many voices of girls and young women as planned. People would not talk about the
situation of girls as easily as they did about boys. Also, while boys were available to talk, girls
were usually busy with household chores or the care of younger siblings. I realized that a fuller,
more gender-balanced picture was vital to complement the studies of former boy soldiers and
provide a more complete account of the consequences of war for young people. This desire to
complete the knowledge about how girls are affected by war led me to conduct in-depth
research with girls and young women on Josina Machel Island in Mozambique, which I have
described above.Working in two countries in conflict and postconflict situations over a period of
more than a dozen years enabled me to gather comprehensive information and analyze
underlying patterns in the experiences of war-affected young persons and their



communities.Chapter 2Historical and Social ContextsIn recent decades, children and youth
have featured centrally as both the targets and the perpetrators of violence. In nearly every war
and civil conflict, children are among the principal victims. The situation has worsened in recent
years because civil wars and conflicts without clearly defined state actors have grown more
prominent, and children suffer more in these irregular conflicts. Not only are they injured by
bombs and other instruments of violence used against civilians, but all too often they are drawn
into direct participation in armed combat. Children fight as soldiers and are abducted into
servitude and for sexual exploitation. Young people suffer from the spread of AIDS and other
diseases exacerbated by combat. They are among the most bereft of victims when conflict ends,
in need of rehabilitation and assistance to continue lives that have been so profoundly
interrupted.In order to analyze the causes of this problem, we must place contemporary
developments in historical perspective. The involvement of young people in warfare is not a
recent phenomenon; it is deeply rooted in the history of all civilizations. In Europe during the
Middle Ages, upper-class boys who hoped to become knights served as squires. Around the
age of thirteen, the boy was apprenticed to a knight. He was taught skills with the sword, lance,
and shield and learned the duties and responsibilities of knighthood. Squires engaged in mock
battles against each other and against dummies. A squire also served his mentor. He looked
after his master’s horses, polished his weapons and armor, and served him at meals. As a squire
grew older, he was expected to follow his master into battle and protect him if the knight fell in
combat. Some squires were rewarded with knighthood for performing an outstanding deed on
the battlefield.1 Italians called the young soldiers who followed knights into battle on foot infante,
which literally means “child,” and collectively these children made up the infanteria, or
infantry.Across Europe, most of the children who were mobilized into armies served in groups
under a few adult commanders, rather than each one serving at the side of a knight or expert
soldier. The Children’s Crusades of 1212 included thousands of boys and girls between the
ages of ten and eighteen who joined together believing that God would deliver Jerusalem into
their hands. Most died on their long march because of the harsh conditions. Those who did
return came home in shame.2Children and youth swelled the ranks of Napoleon’s army, which
was one the first military forces to recruit massive numbers of soldiers from the common
classes; boys as young as twelve took active roles as soldiers. The British navy under Nelson
included many naval cadets and midshipmen of fifteen, as well as younger cabin boys and
“powder monkeys.”Young people have been at the forefront of warfare and political conflict in
many parts of the world. Children and youth have often fought in revolutions with strong
ideological motivations. Stories of wars of national independence often feature the heroic deeds
of children of both sexes who were too young to join the armed forces or even the guerrillas.
Sometimes such actions are attributed to youthful idealism. During the Chinese Cultural
Revolution, Red Guards between the ages of eight and fifteen carried out some of the more
violent acts.3 Today, children participate as combatants in conflict zones around the globe, in
places as diverse as Afghanistan, the Balkan region, Cambodia, Colombia, Northern Ireland,



Palestine, and Sri Lanka. The scale of the contemporary problem is unprecedented, both in the
numbers of young people involved and in the degree of their participation. Indeed, the
magnitude of children’s involvement in war is such that the international community has begun to
take actions to address the problem.The nature of warfare and political violence has changed
over the past several decades. We have witnessed a shift from conventional warfare between
states, in which soldiers fight soldiers, to civil wars within states. Civil wars are fought mainly by
proxy, use guerrilla and other irregular fighters, and target defenseless civilians. Young civilians
are frequently abducted and forced to join the military. In many conflict zones in Africa, Asia,
Europe, and Latin America, young soldiers constitute a significant proportion of the armed
groups and become instrumental in committing the most horrendous atrocities. The participation
of children and youth in armed conflicts is a defining feature of our times.Why are young people
increasingly being used in armed conflict and political violence? What factors contribute to their
involvement in wars? What makes them so vulnerable to being recruited, or even volunteering to
take part in these activities? There are many questions, but so far very few answers.Children
and youth are in a process of formation and development, and, thus, vulnerable and in need of
guidance and nurturance from society. Militias turn the mutability of youth to their own purposes,
developing them into soldiers instead of facilitating their transition to adulthood. Young people’s
vulnerability to recruitment into armed groups in wars and other violent political conflict is
exacerbated by a number of social, economic, and political conditions. In many countries,
extreme poverty and the breakdown of societal structures and services have a tremendous
impact on the ways young people adjust to problems in their lives. As conflict, migration, and
poverty cause families to dissolve and communities to disintegrate, the young are forced to
improvise their own survival strategies, becoming street children in cities or joining gangs,
armed groups, and the military. In many social contexts, deficient or nonexistent educational and
vocational training facilities, the lack of healthcare and sanitation, and the absence of
employment opportunities contribute to making membership in armed groups attractive to young
people. Political and religious ideologies can also play a part in their decision to participate in
such conflicts.Clearly, mobilizing children in combat or visiting violence, illness, and exploitation
upon them holds terrible consequences for their development and for the peace and stability of
generations to come. While the recruitment of children and youth into armed conflict arises from
social crisis, its consequences entail even more profound social and cultural dislocation.This
chapter analyzes the connections between children and war historically and socially. It examines
the involvement of children in military activity and recent changes in warfare that have magnified
the extent and intensity of the child soldier’s participation in combat. It also poses questions
about the evolution of the concept of childhood, asking whether the dominant contemporary
conception, which is based on European history and social institutions, has much relevance in
non-Western societies’ view of children’s participation in war. No single and universal concept of
what it means to be a child exists. This study emphasizes the diverse ways in which the concept
of childhood is socially and culturally constructed in specific contexts. How effective are the



existing and proposed provisions of international humanitarian law in protecting children from
war and armed conflict? Most were designed for traditional warfare, not for modern wars in
Africa and other postcolonial settings. Finally, the massive use of children in armed conflicts
after the Cold War is considered, highlighting some of the factors that drive children into war and
that make armed groups abduct children to fight and serve. The analysis of the phenomenon of
the child soldier is located within the context of the social, economic, and political breakdown of
the postcolonial state in Africa.Comparative Perspectives on Children’s Participation in
WarfareIn Mozambique and Angola, large numbers of children were used as soldiers by rebels
and government forces. RENAMO exploited at least 10,000 child soldiers, some as young as six
years old. In Angola, a 1995 survey found that 36 percent of children had accompanied or
supported soldiers, and 7 percent of Angolan children had fired at somebody.4 But the
conditions of these civil wars, while extreme, were more visible than they were unusual. The
instrumentalization of children as soldiers extends far beyond Mozambique and Angola. Many
other recent and current conflicts in Africa take advantage of young combatants; Algeria, Congo,
Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and Uganda are just a few.The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), a
rebel movement fighting against the government of Uganda, has become notorious locally and
internationally for its use of child soldiers. Children as young as eight are kidnapped, abused to
the point of submission, and turned into merciless killers. In the LRA base camps, gruesome
initiations take place in which new recruits are forced to kill another child—often a sister or
brother—or be killed themselves. Girls become “wives” of soldiers; younger children run errands
and carry loot.5 The whole Great Lakes region of Africa has been immersed in conflict for
decades, and children have become active participants in and victims of violence in Rwanda,
Burundi, and the Republic of Congo. In the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where all
parties to the armed conflict use children, some as young as seven, the forced recruitment of
children increased so dramatically in late 2002 and early 2003 that observers described the
fighting forces as “armies of children.” In the neighboring Horn of Africa, conflicts in Ethiopia,
Eritrea, and the Sudan brought many young combatants to the front lines.6 In West Africa, the
civil wars in Sierra Leone and Liberia that began in 1991 were fought by thousands of child
soldiers. In Liberia, both the United Liberian Movement for Democracy (ULMD), led by
Roosevelt Johnson, and the National Patriotic Front of Liberia (NPFL), led by Charles Taylor,
relied heavily on child soldiers. According to the 1994 Human Rights Watch report “Easy Prey:
Child Soldiers in Liberia,” many children approached the warring factions seeking food and
protection; some wanted to revenge the killing of their families by the opposition.7 The warring
parties did not turn these children away but used them in the most brutal possible way. Child
soldiers were actively recruited or abducted to serve as the chief cadre of the Revolutionary
United Front (RUF) of Sierra Leone.8Chapter 2Historical and Social ContextsHistorical and
Social ContextsIn recent decades, children and youth have featured centrally as both the targets
and the perpetrators of violence. In nearly every war and civil conflict, children are among the
principal victims. The situation has worsened in recent years because civil wars and conflicts



without clearly defined state actors have grown more prominent, and children suffer more in
these irregular conflicts. Not only are they injured by bombs and other instruments of violence
used against civilians, but all too often they are drawn into direct participation in armed combat.
Children fight as soldiers and are abducted into servitude and for sexual exploitation. Young
people suffer from the spread of AIDS and other diseases exacerbated by combat. They are
among the most bereft of victims when conflict ends, in need of rehabilitation and assistance to
continue lives that have been so profoundly interrupted.In order to analyze the causes of this
problem, we must place contemporary developments in historical perspective. The involvement
of young people in warfare is not a recent phenomenon; it is deeply rooted in the history of all
civilizations. In Europe during the Middle Ages, upper-class boys who hoped to become knights
served as squires. Around the age of thirteen, the boy was apprenticed to a knight. He was
taught skills with the sword, lance, and shield and learned the duties and responsibilities of
knighthood. Squires engaged in mock battles against each other and against dummies. A squire
also served his mentor. He looked after his master’s horses, polished his weapons and armor,
and served him at meals. As a squire grew older, he was expected to follow his master into battle
and protect him if the knight fell in combat. Some squires were rewarded with knighthood for
performing an outstanding deed on the battlefield.1 Italians called the young soldiers who
followed knights into battle on foot infante, which literally means “child,” and collectively these
children made up the infanteria, or infantry.Across Europe, most of the children who were
mobilized into armies served in groups under a few adult commanders, rather than each one
serving at the side of a knight or expert soldier. The Children’s Crusades of 1212 included
thousands of boys and girls between the ages of ten and eighteen who joined together believing
that God would deliver Jerusalem into their hands. Most died on their long march because of the
harsh conditions. Those who did return came home in shame.2Children and youth swelled the
ranks of Napoleon’s army, which was one the first military forces to recruit massive numbers of
soldiers from the common classes; boys as young as twelve took active roles as soldiers. The
British navy under Nelson included many naval cadets and midshipmen of fifteen, as well as
younger cabin boys and “powder monkeys.”Young people have been at the forefront of warfare
and political conflict in many parts of the world. Children and youth have often fought in
revolutions with strong ideological motivations. Stories of wars of national independence often
feature the heroic deeds of children of both sexes who were too young to join the armed forces
or even the guerrillas. Sometimes such actions are attributed to youthful idealism. During the
Chinese Cultural Revolution, Red Guards between the ages of eight and fifteen carried out
some of the more violent acts.3 Today, children participate as combatants in conflict zones
around the globe, in places as diverse as Afghanistan, the Balkan region, Cambodia, Colombia,
Northern Ireland, Palestine, and Sri Lanka. The scale of the contemporary problem is
unprecedented, both in the numbers of young people involved and in the degree of their
participation. Indeed, the magnitude of children’s involvement in war is such that the
international community has begun to take actions to address the problem.The nature of warfare



and political violence has changed over the past several decades. We have witnessed a shift
from conventional warfare between states, in which soldiers fight soldiers, to civil wars within
states. Civil wars are fought mainly by proxy, use guerrilla and other irregular fighters, and target
defenseless civilians. Young civilians are frequently abducted and forced to join the military. In
many conflict zones in Africa, Asia, Europe, and Latin America, young soldiers constitute a
significant proportion of the armed groups and become instrumental in committing the most
horrendous atrocities. The participation of children and youth in armed conflicts is a defining
feature of our times.Why are young people increasingly being used in armed conflict and
political violence? What factors contribute to their involvement in wars? What makes them so
vulnerable to being recruited, or even volunteering to take part in these activities? There are
many questions, but so far very few answers.Children and youth are in a process of formation
and development, and, thus, vulnerable and in need of guidance and nurturance from society.
Militias turn the mutability of youth to their own purposes, developing them into soldiers instead
of facilitating their transition to adulthood. Young people’s vulnerability to recruitment into armed
groups in wars and other violent political conflict is exacerbated by a number of social,
economic, and political conditions. In many countries, extreme poverty and the breakdown of
societal structures and services have a tremendous impact on the ways young people adjust to
problems in their lives. As conflict, migration, and poverty cause families to dissolve and
communities to disintegrate, the young are forced to improvise their own survival strategies,
becoming street children in cities or joining gangs, armed groups, and the military. In many
social contexts, deficient or nonexistent educational and vocational training facilities, the lack of
healthcare and sanitation, and the absence of employment opportunities contribute to making
membership in armed groups attractive to young people. Political and religious ideologies can
also play a part in their decision to participate in such conflicts.Clearly, mobilizing children in
combat or visiting violence, illness, and exploitation upon them holds terrible consequences for
their development and for the peace and stability of generations to come. While the recruitment
of children and youth into armed conflict arises from social crisis, its consequences entail even
more profound social and cultural dislocation.This chapter analyzes the connections between
children and war historically and socially. It examines the involvement of children in military
activity and recent changes in warfare that have magnified the extent and intensity of the child
soldier’s participation in combat. It also poses questions about the evolution of the concept of
childhood, asking whether the dominant contemporary conception, which is based on European
history and social institutions, has much relevance in non-Western societies’ view of children’s
participation in war. No single and universal concept of what it means to be a child exists. This
study emphasizes the diverse ways in which the concept of childhood is socially and culturally
constructed in specific contexts. How effective are the existing and proposed provisions of
international humanitarian law in protecting children from war and armed conflict? Most were
designed for traditional warfare, not for modern wars in Africa and other postcolonial settings.
Finally, the massive use of children in armed conflicts after the Cold War is considered,



highlighting some of the factors that drive children into war and that make armed groups abduct
children to fight and serve. The analysis of the phenomenon of the child soldier is located within
the context of the social, economic, and political breakdown of the postcolonial state in
Africa.Comparative Perspectives on Children’s Participation in WarfareIn Mozambique and
Angola, large numbers of children were used as soldiers by rebels and government forces.
RENAMO exploited at least 10,000 child soldiers, some as young as six years old. In Angola, a
1995 survey found that 36 percent of children had accompanied or supported soldiers, and 7
percent of Angolan children had fired at somebody.4 But the conditions of these civil wars, while
extreme, were more visible than they were unusual. The instrumentalization of children as
soldiers extends far beyond Mozambique and Angola. Many other recent and current conflicts in
Africa take advantage of young combatants; Algeria, Congo, Liberia, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, and
Uganda are just a few.The Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA), a rebel movement fighting against the
government of Uganda, has become notorious locally and internationally for its use of child
soldiers. Children as young as eight are kidnapped, abused to the point of submission, and
turned into merciless killers. In the LRA base camps, gruesome initiations take place in which
new recruits are forced to kill another child—often a sister or brother—or be killed themselves.
Girls become “wives” of soldiers; younger children run errands and carry loot.5 The whole Great
Lakes region of Africa has been immersed in conflict for decades, and children have become
active participants in and victims of violence in Rwanda, Burundi, and the Republic of Congo. In
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), where all parties to the armed conflict use children,
some as young as seven, the forced recruitment of children increased so dramatically in late
2002 and early 2003 that observers described the fighting forces as “armies of children.” In the
neighboring Horn of Africa, conflicts in Ethiopia, Eritrea, and the Sudan brought many young
combatants to the front lines.6 In West Africa, the civil wars in Sierra Leone and Liberia that
began in 1991 were fought by thousands of child soldiers. In Liberia, both the United Liberian
Movement for Democracy (ULMD), led by Roosevelt Johnson, and the National Patriotic Front of
Liberia (NPFL), led by Charles Taylor, relied heavily on child soldiers. According to the 1994
Human Rights Watch report “Easy Prey: Child Soldiers in Liberia,” many children approached
the warring factions seeking food and protection; some wanted to revenge the killing of their
families by the opposition.7 The warring parties did not turn these children away but used them
in the most brutal possible way. Child soldiers were actively recruited or abducted to serve as the
chief cadre of the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) of Sierra Leone.8
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